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FORWARD 

The two reports offered in this volume prov·i de further information on 
historic sites in rural northern Nevada, and are part of a continuing 
effort by the Nevada BLM to disseminate information resulting from 
contract cultural resource work on public lands in Nevada. "Archaeological 
Studies in the Cortez Mining District, 1981 11 by Donald L. Hardesty, 
University of Nevada-Reno, and Eugene M. Hattori, Desert Research 
Institute, Reno, is a report on the first year's results of a multi-year 
research project jointly sponsored by the Bureau of Land Management and 
the University of Nevada-Reno. Further excavations and survey efforts 
were conducted in the summer of 1982 and the project is scheduled to 
continue through the following years. The present report sets the basis 
for the 1ater field seasons by not only describing the field discoveries 
of 1981, but also presenting information gathered through initial archival 
searches. · 

"The History and Archaeology of Fenelon: A Historic Railroad Camp" by 
Arnie L. Turner, Intermountain Research, Silver City, Nevada, is a unique 
document in presenting an indepth study of a small historical railroad 
camp. The project was funded by Sun Oil, Denver, Colorado. Though Fenelon 
was not found to be of outstanding significance in itself, the study 
provides an excellent example of investigating the h1storical and archaeolo
gical records of a small, rural development and is included here primarily 
for that reason. 

Both reports offer new information on facets of Nevada history of which 
little has been written to-date. 

Richard C. Hanes 
Nevada BLM State Archaeologist 
Reno 
November, 1982 
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mrnooucrrON 

The Cortez Mining District in the Cortez M::,untains of central 
Nevada (Figure 1) was established in 1863 and continues to be mined tooay. 
Never a large prooucer by Canstock District standards, Cortez is unusual, 
nevertheless, for its continuity. Archaeologically, the district is also 
unusual for the relatively goo:l preservation of its mines, mills, and 
settlements and for its rather long record of mining activities. Both 
vandalism and current mining are, however, accelerating the rate at which 
cultural resources in the district are being destroyed. The site of "Old" 
or "to,,er" Cortez is especially threatened because of its visibility - it 
is alongside the main road through Grass Valley and includes easily seen 
stone and adobe foundations, many of which are associated with "pretty" 
Chinese artifacts. For that reason, the Bureau of Land Management 
contracted with the University of Nevada, Reno, in 1981 to begin an 
archaeological study of the district. I:onald L. Hardesty is the Principal 
Investigator. The Scoi:e of V'k,rk. stipulated that the study is to include 
design and implementation of a mapping, excavation, and evaluation strategy 
for Old Cortez and a site survey strategy for the entire district. In this 
progress rep:,rt, current develq;ment of a ''management strategy" for the 
district is described, along with results of the 1981 survey and 
excavations at Old Cortez - OCM recognized as the settlement of Shoshone 
Wells. 

Accanplishment of the 1981 phase of the Cortez Project t,,;0uld not have 
been p:,ssible without the assistance of a number of people. The UNR field 
school members, 'Who contributed the labor, were Mary Panelli, Ben Bani.ette, 
Sherri Caltl?bell, Margaret Herleman, Ralp,. Mc.Allister, Peggy Wask.i, Gretchen 
Holbert, Lynne Horton, Maureen Pisani, and Jonell Koutac. Laurel Crittenden 
served as graduate field assistant. Alvin Mclane did much of the archival 
research, and for that we are rrost grateful. We would also like to 
ackna,tledge the help of the BIM district archaeologist Roberta McGonagle 
and state archaeologist l:uchard Hanes with administrative details. Finally, 
thanks go to M::,llie Flagg Knudtsen for her invaluable information and 
interest in the project and to Tony Lesperance for assisting with the 
logistics of living at the Gund Ranch. 
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MANAGEMn1T STRATEGY 

The management strategy proposed for the Cortez Mining District is 
similar to that used in the Resource Protection Planning Process(RP3) of 
the U.S. Department of the Interior(Division of State Plans and Grants 
1980) and ai;:plied in various forms by the Massachusetts Historical 
CCmnission(l979), the Danville(Virginia) and the Canstock(Nevada) Rehab 
team projects of the National Architectural and Engineering Record(l980), 
and the archaeological element of the Nevada Historic Preservation 
Plan(l982). Canponents of the strategy are organization of existing data 
for the district; definition of "study units" with distinctive cultural, 
chronological and/or geographical bonn<laries; identification and evaluation 
of data within each study nnit and ::ormul2tion of appropriate plans for 
protecting resources within each study unit; and integration of protection 
plans for all study units into an overall managenent plan for the district. 

Phase I of the Cortez project was m::,stly devoted to the first t\.<JO 
stages. An archival search for appropriate manuscript, photographic, 
cadastral, and other historical materials was conducted, along with a 
canplementary search of archaeolCXJical site record files. From information 
gleaned fran these activities came a general sketch of the history of human 
activities in the district. The historical sketch was then used to define a 
set of study units with mostly chrono.lcgical boundaries. Such units llave, 
apparently, distinctive patterns of human behavior and are, therefore, 
expected to have saner.vhat different kinds and locations of archaeolo;ical 
and historical resources. The study units include, in chronological order: 
prehistoric foraging period, mining exploration period, Wenban's Mill 
period, the Consolidated Cortez period, and the Post-consolidated Cortez 
period. 

A.ft.er the definition of study units in the Cortez district, the phase 
I project d~reloped site location tocx!els to assist in data identification. 
Site location m:::rlelling is denved fran a study of land use pattems for 
each of the study units. On the Constock distinctivelandt1Se patterns were 
found to be associated with foraging, rru.ru..ng, milling, and 
urbanism(Hardesty and Firby 1980)r the wa.y in which these activities or 
social relationships were patterned over time led to a distinctive m:::rlel of 
land use for each chronolo;ical period defined in that study. The same 
approach is used for the Cortez project. In the Cortez district, land use 
patterns appear to have derographic, technolcgical, social, and ecological 
ctlttfOnents - each of which can be m:::rlelled separately for analytical 
µn-p:,ses. The danographic canponent of land use in the district reflects 
i:op.1lation gTO,Nth and decline, geographical distribution, and age/sex 
canposition. Pates of in-migration and out-migration; sex ratios; and the 
geographic distribution, numbers, and canposition of households are 
especially important, Social i.mp3.cts up:>n land use patterns in the district 
are roostly related to ethnicity and ethnic relations, industrialization and 
''Victorianism." .Archaeologically, the social canp::,nent is reflected in 
visibility of ethnic settlenents or neighborhoods, geographical 
relationships of \\Orker's settlanents to mining and milling sites and 
"managedent," and material manifestations of Victorian culture, 
Technolcgical processes also have an impact upon Cortez land use patterns. 
The shift fran i:an amalgamation milling to lixiviation, for example, 
demanded not only introduction of new machinery with a ner.-, spatial and 

• 
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functional organization but also local mining of new materials such as 
sulfur and lime for use in the milling process. Finally, the ecological 
mtlfX)1ldilt of land use refers to the relationship between human activities 
and Cortez ecosystem within which the human p:>p.Jlations participated. 
Patterns of deforestation, ground water mining, impact of cyanidated 
tailings up::,n soils and. plants - all of these are relevant here. 

Modelling land use patterns for each of the study units was then 
followed by developnent of a single node! of land use zones for the 
district. The land use zone l"CCrlel is created by overlapping rrodels of land 
-use patterns for all of the study units and identifying those geographical 
areas of the district that are expected to have distinctive arc._l-iaeological 
sites. In the Ccmstock district, for example, land use zones were foi.m.d to 
be ultimately structured by hydrology, location of ore bodies, the location 
of "gravity centers" such as towns and transportation corridors, locations 
of quarries, and locations of petrcglyphs{Hardesty, Firby, and Siegler 
1982) • The preliminary m:del of land use zones for the Cortez district is 
structured by many of the same things. Such a m::rlel is intended as a 
managenent tool for rapid identification of site types and site locations 
throughout thedistrict. 

After the data identification stage, the phase I Cortez project turned 
to data evaluation for each of the study units and then to the district as 
a whole. The research strategy, to be discussed shortly, is directly tied 
to this step in the management strategy~ tmlCh. of ":.he "significance" 
attributed to archaeological sites in the district emerges fran research 
problems and methods proposed for their solution. In these tenns the 
evaluation of site significance is chiefly predicated upon what 
ccntribution the archaeological record can potentially make to: (1) 
understanding of land use patterns in each study unit~ and ( 2) 
urxlerstanding of the processes that change land use p,:3.tterns. 
Metb::idologicaJ.ly, therefore, evaluation of site significance consists of 
fonnulatin;r alternative m::rlels of land use patterns and their 
transfo:cmation over time and devising canpeting hyp:,theses and test 
inplications that will allow assessing relative correctness of the 
alternatives. Sites that contain info:cmation pemtl.tting that kind of 
assessment are given higher significance ratings t."'1an those that do not. 
For the Cortez mining district the key explanations are centered upon 
theories of frontiers and l:x:,undaries, evolutionary theories of change, and 
industrialization. The end-product. of the data evaluation stage of the 
management strategy is creation of a preliminary nmel of significance 
zcnes F.ach significance zone is, in effect, a land-use zone to which a 
sigru.ficance rating 'has been assigne::1, thereby canbining the data 
identification and data evaluation stages of all study units in the 
district. The final stage of the managenent strategy for the Cortez project 
is fo:cmulation of plans to protect cultural resources in each of the 
significance zones in the district, including establishment of a set of 
protection priorities. Fran such a protection plan can evolve a general 
mana.ganent plan for cultural resources by taking into consideration the 
econanic, political, and social context of the district. 
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THE PREHISTORIC FORAGERS STUDY UNIT 

The earliest archaeological evidence of human occupation of the Cortez 
mining 0istrict is expected to be associated with Native Americ~ 
populations before the beginning of the historic period. How much before is 
unknown. Prior archaeological '-I.Ork on this period in the southern part of 
Grass Valley, har.ever, has yielded large projectile points sug;esti ve of 
the interval between the end of the Pleistocene and aoout 5,000 years 
ago{ Clew low and Pastron 1972) • Similar evidence was found by the UNR field 
school on the Gund Ranch in the northern part of the valley during the 
early sumner of 1982, on a spit extending out into Pleistocene Lake 
Gilbert. The archaeological record of the southern part of the valley also 
sug;ests a continuous occupation fran that early period through the 
Medithennal and well into the historic period(Clewlow and Pastron 1972). 
Site types c'!ocumented in the s?Jne area include occupation sites<large 
villages, camps, rock shelters) , hunting sites ( lithic scatters) , gathering 
sites (p::,t.tery, milling stones), an<l such special p.1rp::,se sites as quarries 
and ~kshops. The sites are distributed in such a way as to sug;est small 
foraging bands exploiting resources in ooth the uplands and the valley 
floor fran base camps. In the northern part of the valley preliminary 
surveys on the UNR Gund Ranch have located task sites origina~ing in 
hunting, tool repair, and tool manufacture on alluvial fans, on Pleistocene 
and Holocene shore features of the Lake Gilbert, and on alluvial 
flats(Elston 1980: 67). In addition, base camps have been located on 
Pleistocene shore features of Lake Gilbert anrl on the alluvial flats of the 
valley floor(Elston 1980: 67). The Gund Ranch surveys also suggest tnat the 
large village sites found in the southern valley are missing in the 
northern valley, as is evidence of a prehistoric subsistence P'lttern based 
up:::,n lacustrine resources(Elston 1980: 68). Finally, Clewlow and 
Pastron(l972) prop::,se that, based up:::,n the archaeological record of the 
southern valley, there is a general trend over time to..r.rrd increasing 
dependence up::>n plant gathering and less dependence up:,n hunting in the 
Grass Valley region. 

A tentative mcdel for prehistoric land use in the Cortez ITlll1ing 
district is suggested by the previous archaeological ¼Ork in Grass Valley. 
Task sites associated with hunting, gathering, tool repair, and tool 
manufacture are expected in the vicinity of springs and streams, especially 
in the lowlands. No large village sites are expected. The expected 
chronological sequence extends fran the end of the Pleistocene into the 
historic period after the 1860s, perhaps as late as 1920. And the 
archaeological record of the district is expected to illustrate a shift 
fran a subsistence pattern daninated by hunting to one in which gathering 
of plant resources is much rrore important. 
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'IHE CDRI'EZ MILL STUDY UNIT ( 1863-1886) 

· The Cortez mining district was founded in March, 1863, by a group of 
eight prospectors , which included Andrew Veach and Simeon Wenban(Bancroft 
1889: 11) . Most of the gold and silver bearing rocks that they discovered 
were containec'! within the Harrburg dolanite and Eureka Quartzite(the "Nevada 
Giant") exp:,sed in the "Cortez Windo.v" of ~bunt Tenabo(Roberts et al 1967: 
72; Raym::nd 1869: 81) . Upon establishing the district, the original 
locators and their backers, which included George Hearst, claimed nost, if 
not all, of the.p:,tential lode bearing lands and thereby prevented a rush 
to Cortez ( Reese River Reveille May 3, 1864). Two major mining canpanies 
were founded - the Cortez Conpany centered in Mill canyon and the Tenabo 
Canpany on the western slope of r-bunt Tenabo(Bancroft 1889: 12-13; Emrons 
1910: 101). Prior to 1864, ore was shipped by llUlle to Austin for milling 
and refining(Emoons 1910: 1.01). Then in the latter half of 1864 an eight 
stanp pan mill was constructed in Mill canyon by the Cortez Canpany( Reese 
River Reveille May 7, 1864). The ore of the Cortez district, however, was 
not amenable to refinement by the well-k:n:Jwn "Washoe" process of pan 
amalgamation developed on the Canstock. To alleviate the problem, t.rie 
"Reese River" technique of roasting the ores prior to amalgamation was 
tried; four reverberatory furnaces were installed at t.'1-\e Cortez mill in 
1865(Bancroft 1889: 13). Unfortunately, nore than technological refinements 
were needed, for by 1869 the area was described as nearly abandoned(Rayrrond 
1869: 82) . It was repeatedly asserted that p:,or management of the mill 
resulted in its unprofitability(Bancroft 1889: 13; Raym::nd 1869: 82; 
Whitehall 1875: 47). Simeon Wenban, who owned the Tenabo Canpany, purchased 
the Cortez Canpany mill in 1869 for $6,000 (Bancroft 1889: 13; Whitehall 
175: 47); it's original cost was $200,000. 

Technological Patterns 

Archaeological sites associated with milling technology during the 
Cortez mill period are expected to be derived first fran the Washoe process 
and then fran the Reese River process of pan amalgamation. In the May 7, 
1864, issue of The Reese River Reveille, published in Austin, is a rather 
detailed descnption of what was planned for the mill;- that, together with 
o::xnpa.rative data and descriptions of these milling processes fran 
contemporary metallurgical textbooks (e.g., Egleston 1887; see, also, 
Oberbillig 1967), forms the foundation of the follo.ving ncdel. Ore brought 
to t..he mill was first sorted through a grizzly , a metal grate used for 
sizing~ pieces too large to pass through the grizzly were sent to a rock 
crusher for pulverizing. The ore was then dried in a large kiln. After 
drying, the ore was finely ground with batteries of California Stamps . At 
the Cortez mill, 16 batteries were initially planned, but only eight appear 
to have been installed. F.a.ch of the Cortez stamp batteries weighed 700 
:pounds. Starrps and other mill machinery were p:,wered by a 45-horsep:::,wer 
steam engine made by Vulcan ~rks; the boiler was tubular, 15 feet long, 
and 4 feet in diameter, and was made by Coffee and Risden, San Francisco. 
According'" to the newspaper account, the engine was placed upon a foundation 
of granite blocks and capped with a heavy tiirber frame. In 1864, ground ore 
a~rently followed the Washoe pan amalgamation process. First, the ore -was 
transported by gravity fran st.amp batteries to amalgamating~ at a lower 
level. Here, the ore was mixed with water, salt, copper sulfate, and 
mercury to fonn a pulp. During this stage of the operation, silver in t11e 
ore canbines with mercury to create an amalgam. The amalgamating pans at 
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the Cortez mill were of the Knox-type and 12 were initially planned. Each 
of the pans weighed 3, 000 :pourxls, was five feet and four inches in 
diameter, and had a bottan chamber for the admission of steam for heating. 

Pulp fran the amalgamating pans was then discharged into settlers at 
the next lower level. Settlers were large \oA'.Xrlen tubs with rotating anns in 
which the amalgam and free mercury settled to the bottan and were drawn 
off; the settlers at the Cortez mill were St1R=Qsed to be 12 feet in 
diameter. In sane mills the pulp was further aischarge<i. into agitators, 
sanewhat similar in both shape and function to settlers, for additional 
separation of the amalgam anrl mercury. Arrl roost mills used concentrators, 
such as blanket sluices with riffles, to make a final effort at collecting 
amalgam and mP..rcury after the pulp left the settlers or agitators and 
before it was discharged into a waste tailings pile. Whether these pieces 
of equipnent were used at the Cortez mill is unknc,,m. The amalgam, after 
collection, was put into a retort furnace where the mercury was va:POrized, 
leaving silver bullion. Usually, the var::orized mercury was then condensen 
and used again. 

Social and Dem:gra}:'itlc Patterns 

Virtually oothing is known fran documentary sources alx>ut the social 
life of the Cortez Mill period miners. Cornish, Italian, Mexican, and 
Chinese ethnic affiliations are mentioned, along with Native oorn. Chinese 
were apparently the daninant group by the end of the period; they are 
discussed in rrore detail in the following study unit. Nor is much rrore 
known about denc,graphy. There does not appear to have been a "pop.tl.ation 
explosion" of the kind experienced in sane other mining districts, 
principally because all of +..he IOC>st likely localities were claimed by t~e 
original discoverers and because of early technological problems in 
extracting the ore. Pop.ilation size did increase gracually through the 
period, hcwever. Initially, settlement seems to have been mc:,stly 
concentrated in Mill Canyon but later mini.ng camps were established at 
Sa.int Louis and Shoshone Wells on the western side of the Cortez M:>unta.ins 
near the Nevada Giant. A roore detailed history of these early settlenents 
is given in the section on "1981 Excavations at Shoshone Wells." 

:Ecological Patterns 

T:ocune:ltary sources also give little infonnation about the ecology of 
the Cortez Mill period. Certainly, ha,.,ever, sane of the raw material 
networks \'uere established during this time, especially salt and 'Wl:XXI. 
Piped-in water was not, however, part of the Cortez Mill ecology:- the mill 
was, in fact, located in Mill Canya,. because of relatively abuno.ant water 
there. The m:x'lel of ecological patterns outlined in the following stuoy 
unit provides a standard against which ecological patterns in this period 
can be measured. 
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WENBAN ' S MIIL STUDY' UNIT ( 1886-1915 ) 

In 1886, Simeon Wenban built a new mill near the Garrison 
Mine(Bancroft 1889: 16; Figure 2). Th.e mill revolutionized :many of the 
technological, derrographic, social, anp ecological patterns in the Cortez 
district and, for this reason, underlies the rlefinition of a distinctive 
study unit. Initially, 'v-venban' s nri 11 had a daily milling capacity of 50 or 
60 tons of ore and used the Russell leachinq process, an innovative, 
cost-efficient technology <leveloped fran experimentation at the Mount 
Cory(Nevada) and Ontario(Utah) mills(Eissler 1898: 282). 

In 1888, Wenban fanned the Cortez Mines Ltd in London to incorp:>rate 
his holdings "so that in case of his death it would be in better sha:i;,e than 
if he held it as an individual"( Reese River Reveille December 12, 1888). 
In addition to his involvement with the mines and mills of Cortez, Simeon 
Wenban also operated a grocery and my goods store(Wenban 1887-1838). 'Ihe 
Wen.ban holdings were sold to the Cortez Mines Ltd in 1888 for $290,000; 
these included 29 mines, o,.o mills, his house, wcod, timber lands, office, 
ba.m, stable, carriage house, ooarding house, tailings, artesian wells, 
horses, mules, teams, wagons, and furniture(Lander County 1888: 62-76). 
During the period between 1889 and 1892, the Bewick-Moering Syndicate of 
England was in charge of t.11e Cortez operation (Lincoln 1922: 80). After 
that time, Wenban once again took over. The mill, ho..-tever, app-9..rently 
closed in 1892 and all operations ceased in 1895 (Weed .1922 : 11 73) • 

Wenban died in 1901( San Francisco Chronicle March 5, 1901). In 1902, 
the Cortez operations "were restarted on a smaller scale by Buckhorn Kearns 
Consolidated Gold Mining and Reduction Canpany and a variety of other 
carnp:!.ru.es, including ~ Bullion. Hill ~..uung Canpany, Cortez Metals 
Recovery Canpany, Keystone Exploration and Developnent Canpany, and Tenabo 
Mining and Milling Canpany (R,L. Polk 1912). In 1908, the Cortez Metals 
Recovery Canpany converted Wenban's mill into a 100-ton cyanide leaching 
plant; the mill was burned in 1915(Weight 1950). 

Technological M:dels of Wenban's Mill 

The known history of Wenban's mill suggests that t½o technological 
processes patterned the tools used and the activities taking place at the 
site: Russell leaching and cyanide leaching. Each process has sane 
distinctive archaeological expectations and sane that are held in camon 
and are, therefore, archaeolog-ical 1 y invisible: h.c:Mever, installation of 
the cyanide leaching process in 1908 implies that only remnants of the 
earlier Russell process are likely to exist. At least, that is an 
hyrx,thesis to be tested. As discussed earlier, the t\o.O technological m:::rlels 
to be outlined here are ideal . They are based upon a study of historical 
evidence and COTip3.rative data. Th.e deviation between what the ideal rrodels 
predict and what is actually observed in the archaeological record is a 
source of future research problems, 

The Russell Leaching Process M:::del. Leaching, or lixiviation, of ores, 
in which silver canp:Junds a1:e dissolved in a chemical solution and then 
precipitated, was camonly used during the latter p-9..rt of the 19th Century 
on p:or ores, to rework tailings fran earlier p-9..n amalgamation mills, and 
when p-9..n amalgamation lost too much silver to be profitable(Stetefeldt 
1895). By the early 1880s, the Von' Patera method of lixiviation had been 
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Figure 2: Wenban's Mill About 1907. Courtesy Nevada Historical Society. 



installed in several silver mills in the western United States. This method 
typically involves a seven-stage treatment of the ore, as reflected in the 
Bertrand Mill operation near Eureka, Nevada (Egleston 1887: 487-515): 
crushing and dcying the ore, roasting the ore with salt to produce 
chlorides, leaching out base metals with water, leaching with sodium 
hyp:,sulfite, precipitation of the resultant solution with calcium or sodium 
sulfide, and roasting the precipitant(silver sulfide) to <lrive off the 
sulfur and leave silver bullion. The Von Patera process is impractical, 
ho.-1ever, on ores with a relatively high percentage of lead; leaching with 
sodium hyfosulfi te brings ooth silver and lead into solution and pro:!uces a 
precipitant of ooth elements that is difficult to refine(Eissler 1898; 
Stetefeldt 1895). Lixiviation using the Russell process eliminates this 
problem. It also denands that less than 100 percent of the ore be converted 
to chlorides during roasting. The method involves leaching the ore with a 
mixture of sodium hyp:Jsulfite and cupreous hyp:,sulfite after it has been 
dissolved in a straight solium hyp::,sulfite solution(Stetefeldt 1895). 

Bancroft(1889: 20) describes the Russell leaching process technolcxnr 
at Wen.ban's mill as ne-,.., and highly innovative and stipulates the ore 
treatment stages. This description can be used as a specific m:x1el of what 
can be expected archaeologically. The first stage in the milling process 
was to dcy and cnish the ore in a manner similar to that described for the 
pan amalgamation method. Then the ore was passed to Kran rolls rat.her than 
to stamps for fine grinding. Krom rolls were installed because they are 
cheaper to buy, less costly to maintain, self-contained and therefore 
required no separate building; lixiviation allows their use by not 
demanding the exceptionally finely ground ores used in pan amalgamation 
milling(F.gleston 1887: 210-226}. After grinding, the ores were sorted with 
revolving screens and the coarser ores returned to the rolls. Correctly 
sized ores were conveyed to a furnace for roasting with salt, as described 
for the Reese River variant of pan amalgamation. 'Ihus far w·e have been 
unable to determine whether the furnace was a Stetefeldt shaft-type or 
another kind, such as the Bruckner's cylinders used at the contemp::>raneous 
Bertrand mill (Egleston 1887: 487-515) . One group of foundations at the mill 
site, however, is associated with what may be part of a Bruckner cylinder. 
After roasting, the ore passed to leaching vats where it was dissolved in 
solutions of water, bicarbonate of soda, sodium hyI:osulfite, and cupreous 
hyp::>sulfite. At the Bertrand mill, the leaching vats were \<1/COden tanks six 
feet in diameter and three feet deep; 24 of the vats were used. The 
dissolved ore was then conveyed to precipitation tanks , where lime and 
sulfur were added to fonn calcium sulfide and to precipitate the silver as 
silver sulfide. Precipitation tanks at the Bertrand mill were eight feet in 
diameter, 12 feet deep, and were constructed of l::oiler iron. The 
precipitant was then forced through a filter press, dryed, and roasted in a 
cupellation furnace to drive off the sulfur. 

Cyanide Leaching M::xiel In 1908, Wen.ban's mill was refitted with a 
cyanide leaching technolCXJY to more efficiently re"NOrk the old mill 
tailings; the mill was apparently operated until it burnt :i..n 1915 (Weight 
1950: 11) . No specific information about this period of the mill could be 
found. For this reason, a general rrodel of cyanide leaching technoloy, 
derived fran conparative study of other mills and metallurgical textbooks, 
is proposed, fran which can be drawn a specific set of hyp:,theses and test 
implications for the archaeolcgical record of Wenban' s mill, In this 
milling process, p::,tassium cy;:mide and later sodium cyanide was used to 
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dissolve the ore, and zinc shavings or dust were used. to precipitate the 
sil ver{Dorr 1936) • 'llie method was first applied to gold but e:q:eriments at 
the Sirena mine in Guanajuato(Mexico) in 1900 derronstrated that cyanide 
could also leach the chloride and sulfide ccmpounds in which silver alrrost 
always occurs(Dorr 1936: 4). Vanderburg' s(l938: 27) discussion of the 
Robert's Mining and Milling canpany operation in Mill canyon gives the 
general pattern of cyanide leaching technolcgy, although this mill is 
considerably srnaller(only a 20-ton capacity) and 30 years later than 
Wenban' s. First, the ore is crushed, mixed with a solution of sodium 
cyanide and lime, and ground finely. A Blake crusher, conveyor belt feeder, 
and Marcy tell mill were used for these purp:,ses at the Roberts mill. The 
ground ore was then passed through a size sorter or classifier. Ore that 
was too coarse or too heavy("sand") was ground again: the remaining "slime" 
was discharged into a large tank with rotating mechanical arms or rotors 
cal.led a thickener. Here, ore particles that had not gone into solution 
settled to the cone-sha:ped bottan and flowed out into one or more(in a 
series) of agitators. The agitators were also large tanks with mechanical 
rotors and were used simply to keep solids in suspension so that they could 
be dissolved with sodiun cyanide. 'I\o.'ci agitators in a series were used at 
the Roberts mill. After agitation, the entire solution was once again sent 
to a thickener, where the process begins anew, Dissolved ore fran the 
thickeners was allo.ved to flow over the top of the tank and into sane kind 
of precipitation syste:n Successive stages in the system filter the 
solut1.on, add zinc oust, add lead acetate(to speed up the process), and 
force the solution through filters to rarove the precipitant. The Roberts 
mill used vacuum- leaf filters, three precipitation tanks, and 
Merrill-Crowe bag type filters to capture the silver. 

Social~ Cerro::l'raphic Patterns 

Frc:rn its inception, the Cortez district apparently had problems 
finding 'v.Orxrnen for the mines and mills. Even with relatively high wages of 
$75 a m:nth 'With b::Jard or $5 a day without board, in 1864 wor~ers were in 
demand{ Reese River Reveille ~y 3, 1864), Sanetime after 1870 and 
conpletion of the Central Pacific railroad, large numbers of O'!.inese 
imnigrants were brought in as laborers, including hardrock miners, and 
canpletely replaced the "turbulent and riotous" Cornish ~rkers (Eancroft 
1889: 187 Walker 1872: 199; Whitehall 1875: 47), For whatever reason they 
were employed(cheap labOr, Wenban's debt to Chinese backers, pro Chinese 
stance of Wenban), Chinese laoorers apparently renained until at least the 
early 1900s(Annon. 19081 Knudtsen 1975; Labbe 1960; ~urbarger 1963: 34; 
Weight 1950: 10). 

The 1900 census records provide additional infonnation aoout the 
ethnic canp::,sition of the district(Table 1). At this time, Chinese 
canprised the single largest ethnic group. Tileir princip:i.l occupations 
inc 1 uded mine laoorers ( 38 ) , mil 1 laoorers ( 19 ) and hands ( 6) , store 
keepers ( 3) and cler1"-s ( 2) , c:ooks ( 3 ) , laundry '1.0rkers ( 3 ) , seamstresses ( 2) , 
barbers(l), day laoorers(l), mechanics (1), butchers{l), tool i:e-ckers(l), 
and black.smith helpers(l). Although twe, of the wemen were married, there 
were no children listed in the records. The census taker distinguished 
between th.Pe head of the family, partner, anr. coarder. MJst Olinese in the 
Cortez voting precinct "N'ere mill lalx>rers listed as boarders and presumab i_y 
lived in the large l::x,arding house near Wenban's mill; those living in the 
Garrison precinct were rrostly mine lab:>rers listed as partners and 
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presumably lived on the terraces arotmd the waste dumps of the Garrison 
mine. Such a distinction may indicate an organized \lvClrk force or Chinese 
11 a:mpmy" (:i;;:ertners) at the Garrison mine, while Chinese at the mill were 
employed as inde:pendent laborers. A further distinction between inhabitants 
of the two precincts is the greater number of Chinese O!Nl:'ling ( 11) or 
renting(l) their houses in the Cortez precinct versus a few rentors(6) and 
no house a..m.ers in the Garrison precinct. The large number of Chinese 
without rented or owned houses probably reflects the prevalence of 1:x:Ja.rding 
houses in ooth precincts. In 1900, no Chinese are listed as ore miners, a 
title reserved for foreign lx>m and native l::x::>rn Whites. The year of entry 
for Chinese is varied and ranges fran 1856 to 1885, bo years after the 
Chinese Exclusion Act. M:>st inmigrated in the mid- to late-1870s and early 
1880s, ho.vever. 'I\oJo 'Wtit1eI'l are native lx>rn Odnese-American and one of t..i,,em 
is listed as a 50 year old lx>rn in 1849 to an imnigrant father and 
native(Ca.lifomia) nother. The w::man(of p:::>ssibly mixed descent) is listed 
as a laundress whose name is Mahea J ... fer she is a single head of 
household and owns her house. Mahea, of course, is not a Odnese family 
name, although it may be Polynesian. 

Other ethnic groups may also have been in the Cortez district during 
this :period. Whether or not the earlier Mexican presence is continued. n:rust 
be decided by future historical and archaeological research. The adobe 
structures at Shoshone Wells and ~r Cortez, \ohuch were initially thought 
to have been occupied by Mexicans, •-"E!re probably occupied. by a variety of 
ethnic groups during the early mining :period~ however, at least one such 
structure at Shoshone Wells may be associated with a fragment of majolica 
ware, suggesting a Mexican presence. Italian and other Mediterranean Ba.sin 
w:::cdcutters and charcoal makers have been mentioned in historical 
sources {see, for example, Weight 1950: 10) , and t."'ieir presence at Shoshone 
Wells is suggested by a couple of outside bread ovens and a few other 
distinctive artifacts. And employment of Native Americans by the Tenaoo 
Canpany to gather salt in marshes a.round Lake Gilbert in Grass Valley has 
been mentioned by at least one historical source(Murbarger 1963: 46). The 
1981 project did not encounter archaeological sites of such activities, but 
a u.:rn. range scientist is rurrored to have found one on the Gund Ranch. At 
Shoshone Wells, however, the archaeological record does support the 
presence of Native Americans, but the ccmpcnent has not yet been definitely 
attributed to the historic settlanent. Finally, sane historic photcgraphs, 
oral histories •. and the 1900 pop.1lation census document the presence of a 
substantial carmunity of Blacks in the Cortez district arOlmd the turn of 
the century. Little is yet known about the geographical distribution of 
ethnic pop.1lations, beyond that mentioned above. The archaeological site of 
Shoshone Wells suggests distinctive ethnic "neighborhoods" that are 
geographically separated~ however, the site chronolc,gy is not yet ¼'Orked 
out, so it is possible that the ethnic settlements are not contemporaneous. 
A nunber of Oti.nese settlements are rurored to be clustered around the 
Garrison mine. 'Ib date, however, the only archaeological evidence is 
several terraces upon which house foundations are sanetimes visible, sane 
of which have been covere::1 by the waste dunp. 

Ecological Patterns 

Adaptive strategies used to cope with variable ore bodies help to 
understand dwiging patterns of ecological relationships througrout the 
district. Technological innovations make new- demands up:,n sources of 
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materials, energy, and informatiom indeed, the adaptive fitness of the 
innovation may depend as much upon availability of cheap energy ;md 
materials to supp:,rt it as upon its effectiveness in acheiving a given 
task. Whenever an innovation, such as the P-eese River process, is 
successfully introduced, new patterns of environmental interaction are 
created for logistical support. Each key innovation in mining behavior is, 
therefore, the key to making predictions about 'Where related archaeological 
sites are likely to be found and what kind of activities they represent. 
The primary ecological de:nands during the Wenban 1 s Mill period were tied to 
materials t.liat went into the Russell leaching technolcgy installed. at the 
new mill. These incllrled salt, sulfur, lime, and water. The Russell process 
had high adaptive value in the Cortez district in pa.rt because all·of these 
critical materials could be obtained locally at low cost, and Wenban 1 s mill 
was integrated into a neb.ork of environmental relations centered upon 
these key resources. Whenever costs of these materials increased, for 
whatever reason, the adaptive value of the Russell process went down. The 
folloo.ng discussion outlines what is knoi.vn to date about where these 
critical materials were obtained. 

Sulfur. Extensive sulfur dep::>sits occur at Hot Springs Point about 15 
miles north of the Cortez mines(Roberts et al 1967: 114); the sulfur is 
associated with gypsum and iron oxides and "ll'!onns veins and breccia filling 
sporadically distributed in fractured and altered rock"(Roberts et al 1967: 
114) • There has been exploration but no production in recent years. ""whether 
or not sulfur fran Hot Springs Point was used in Wenban' s mill is unkncwn, 
but archaeological ~kin this region might answer the question. 

Salt. 'Iwo sources of salt in the vicinity of the Cortez mining 
district have been identified. The largest and best documented historically 
is at Williams salt marsh in Diam:nd Valley. Angel(l881: 436) make the 
following observations about the marsh: (1) it covered about 1,000 acres: 
(2) salt incrustations on the surface could be gathered but contained only 
about 60 percent pure salt; (3) in the early 1880s, 95 percent pure salt 
was collected fran the marsh by drawing water into 22 evaporation pans each 
of -which was 10 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 10 inches deep, and each of 
which wa.s artificially heated. Al:out 5,000 pourris of salt a day was 
manufactured in this way and sold for 2 cents a p::>Und. 

The other source is not well documented but is only a few miles away 
fran the Cortez district: the marshes around Lake Gilbert in Grass Valley. 
Contetp:>rary newspaper accounts suggest that a Henry Williams operated a 
salt gathering operation in this area in the late 1860s. Whether or not the 
rmcired Native hnerican salt ti10rks in this area are part of the Williams 
operation is at present unknown. It is entirely possible that Wenban 
employed salt gatherers directly rather than going through a rrore expensive 
"middlanan ... 

Lime. Wenban's mill manufactured lime on the mill site. Ll.mestone was 
quarried am a kiln built just above the mill(Figure 3) and another kiln, 
in Cortez Canyon, may have been associated with the mill. 

Water Scarcity of water in the imnediate vicinity of Wenban's mill 
forced allocation of significant capital resources to bypass this physical 
constraint. Duri03" t.'le earlier Cortez Mil 1 period, water was carried by 
pa.ck train three miles to the steam roist engine at the Garrison .Mine(Angel 
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Figure 3: Lime Kiln at Wenban's Mill. 

Figure 4: Consolidated Cortez Mill in the 1920s. Courtesy 
MacKay School of Mines, University of Nevada 
Reno. 



. 1881: 429) • Up:,ri canpletion of Wenban' s mill, hONever, sane water was pif€d 
fran a spring seven miles away on the other side of Grass Valley. 
Additional water was obtained fran t...o artesian wells that were drilled on 
the valley floor~ this \vater \>JaS brought t.o the mill with a Worthington 
pump(Bancroft 1889: 17: Entnons 1910: 101). 

Wood. . Italian \\O:Jdcutters and charcoal burners are rne.ntioned in 
documents pertaining to this f)eriod . Cord\vc:od and charcoal were used 
especially in running the steam engine and furnaces in the mills. rbst of 
the woc,d was apparently cut in pinyon-jtmi~r uplands of the Cortez 
M:Juntainst however, the extent to which it -was deforested is unknown. 
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THE a:NSOLIDATED COR'!'EZ STUDY UNIT(l919-1930) 

In 1919, the Cortez mines were purchased by the Consolidated Cortez 
Silver Mines Ccmpany, which developed the Arctic Mine and constructed a 
large mill ·nearby(at the rrouth of Arctic canyon) with a daily ca:i:,a.city of 
125 tons(Figure 4); in 1927, the mill Wc.s converted to oil flotation 
(Gilluly and Masursky 1965; Hezzehicod 1930r Vanderburg 1938). The 
Consolidated Cortez operation was top silver prcducer in the state of 
Nevada by 1928, but crashed in 1929, when the price of silver dropped to 
48.7 cents an ounce(Weight 1950: 11). In 1930, the canpany passed into 
receivership and remained there until 1937, when it was bought by the 
Cortez Metal Canpany (Vanderburg 1938: 22) . This perioo is tentatively 
treated as a separate study unit because of sane expected changes in 
technological, dem:x;raphic, social, and ecological pattems. 

Technological Patterns 

A systana.tic approach to underground nuning was developed during this 
period am. is ,:,.;ell described· by Hezzel¼O.'Xl(l930). There is relatively 
little kno.vn about underground mining in the Cortez district prior to the 
Consolidated Cortez operation. Enm::ns(l910: 103), har.vever, provides sane 
infotmation. The canplex 3--dimensional supp::,rt in the form of an open cube 
that was required in the Canstock mines because of unstable, fractured rock 
was not necessary at Cortez. Al.mJst no supp::,rt was needed in the passages 
providing access to the stopes(Hezzel\\.OCXJ 1930: 3). The main ore 1:x.dy 
outcropped on a long cliff face fran which a series of adi ts could be 
driven to follcw the ore body directly or to intersect where the ore body 
was projected to be. Another method of ore exploration in the Cortez 
district -was to drive lateral drifts(rorizontal passages connecting shafts 
or exploring ore bo:iies) from shafts. The main adi t in the Cortez mines 
before the 1920s was the Garrison or Number 1 level at 7,055 feet above sea 
levelr the rrost extensive mining tcx::,k place fran this level (Drmons 1910: 
103) . Drifts, cross-cuts, and raises make up a total of seven levels of 
underground '.I.Orkings at the Garrison Mine. In the early 1920s, the Arctic 
Tunnel was driven into the cliff face at 6, ;01 feet above sea level alnost 
2,000 feet into the side of r-bunt Tenabo. From this adit, another 
significant ore 1:::ody was mined through a net<.-.ork of drifts, cross-cuts, and 
raises. 

Hezzel'NCO<l(l930) provides the follcw.ing infonnation about deep mining 
methcds at the Consolidated Cortez. The "shrinkage" method of stoping was 
used. He.re, ore bcrlies to be "'°rked are laid out in sections of 100 and 125 
feet with "manway" raises - shafts through '-1.ihich miners \I.Ork - at each end. 
The manway raises are driven up 25 feet fran a drift excavated just beneath 
the ore bcdy section and in which the ore transportation system has been 
constructed. Next, four c.~ute raises 'were driven at 24 feet intervals 
parallel to the manway raises, and chutes were constructed through which 
mined ore 'NOuld be dropped into cars waiting below. The final step was to 
drive a drifl: between manway raises about 15 feet above the transp:irt 
tunnel floor. Stoping then began by bla.sting slices fran the top of the 
drift and letting t11e loosened ore fall through the chute raises~ one miner 
\\Orked fran each manway raise toward the other. "overhand" stoping of this 
kind 'waS continued upward, stopping when the stope was within 15 feet of 
the next highest level. At the Consolidated Cortez mines, the shrinkage 
system \vaS used because of cheap,.ess ( oo shove ling, little timbering, ana no 
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waste filling); l:::ecause it was easier to follc::M a p:,orly defined ore body; 
and because it was safer(miners are always w0rking close to the top of the 
stope, allaving close inspect.ion so that falling rock can be avoid':!d. rrore 
often.) The system, however, could be used only when the ore body vJas 
structurally strong, when it had a steep vertical inclination so that the 
loosened ore could fall directly into the chutes without shoveling, and 
when it was t.m.necessary to do crude sorting of the ore. In addition, the 
method tied up large amounts of broken ore as supp:,rt during the stoping 
operation, creating problems in hauling enough ore tonnage to the mill 
unless the ore body was quite large. 

Developnent of underground mining i.s controlled P3-rtly by the 
distribution of the ore body and partly by the engineering problem of the 
rrost efficient way of gaining access to the ore body(Yollrl3' 1970: 155ff). 
One early mining p:i.ttern was the Spanish "rat hole" method, in which a 
single shaft or adit was used to gain access to the ore body and a 
maze-like netw0rk of drifts and raises was used -t:o follc::M the body; t...ns 
system is still used in small mining operations. In contrast is the 
well-organized system of shafts and adits in large mines through which 
access to the ore bcdy can be gained and ore rerrovea efficiently - this 
system demands that mine managers acquire kn<:::1'.N'ledge al:x:>ut the shape of the 
ore bcdy before the mining operation is planned and begun. The extent to 
which this is p::,ssible varies fran mine to mine. For archaeolcgical 
purposes, it is also imp:,rtant to note that mining activities taking place 
in adits and shafts are mostly connected with "entrance, access, 
ventilation, and transp:>rta.tion" (Young 1970: 154); sane inside passageways 
such as cross-cuts and raises are also used for carmmication, ventilation, 
and access. Actual mining activities take place mostly in w0rking drifts 
within the ore 'oody, in chute raises connecting the stope to the "Nerking 
drifts, and in sane exploratory lateral tunnels and shafts. The 
archaeological expectations vary accordingly. 

Ore transp::,rta.tion is another "sub-system" of human activities that 
structure the archaeological record of 1.mde.rground mining in the Cortez 
district. Undergrolll'ld ore transp::,rta.tion involves tw0 kinds of activiti~s: 
!!OV'ing ore fran one place to another on the same mine level, and moving ore 
fran one mine level to another. The rrost efficient mine operations "Nerked 
fran the oot.tan of the ore body to the top so that energy expenditure could 
be minimized in moving the ore; the shrinkage system of stoping is typica 1. 
Here, broken ore was dropped into cars through chute raises. Early ore cars 
werl! aln'Ost always of one-ton capacity a.nc.. pivoted so that they could be 
dumped either fran the end or fran the side(Youn; 1970: 161-162). The cars 
ran on tracks built on the flCXJr of ei'lch mine level and in the 19th Century 
were usually pulled by small mine mules in trnins of four or five. At the 
Consolidated Cortez in 1929, the adit level ore trains were six cars long 
and '-'Jere pulled by a three am one-half ton storage battery 
locarotive(Hezzel~ 1930: 11); the cars each held 50 cubic feet of ore 
and were of the gable-l::ottom, side-dump type. The track was 24-inch gnge 
with 30-p:::>tmd rails and four by six inch 1NCC>den ties. 

Hauling ore fran one mine level to another was done either t...'irough 
shafts or incline passages through which ore "skips" were hoistec.i or 
pulled. Farly hoisting methods used a hand-tumed windlass to pull a hemp 
rope, one em of which was attached to a bucket or skipr sanewhat later 
oorse "whims" were used to do the same thing. By the latter part of the 
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l 9t.'1 Century, these hoisting devices were being replaced by headframes, 
steam hoist engines, and flat braided wire cables. The hoist engine was 
housed in an engine house near the headframe; a wire cable ran fran the 
engine to a sheave(circular drum) at the top of the headframe do.vn the 
shaft or incline to the skip car(Young 1970: 153). Smaller versions of 
these hoisting arrangements 'Were used to haul ore fran one nrine level to 
another. Although virtually nothing is 'k::nown about underground ore 
transp:,rtation in the Cortez nistrict prior to the 20th Century, Hezzel\o.OO<l 
(1930) again provides specific infonnation about the 1929 Consolidated 
Cortez operation. 'Ihe following equipnent was used to bring ore fran the 
lowest levels to the Arctic adit at the 6,701 feet level: an 18-cubic feet 
skip car; a three-quarter inch, six-strand hoisting cable; a five-feet 
diameter steel sheave; and a 50-horsepower, 220- volt hoisting engine. 

'Ihe milling pattern marking the Consolidated Cortez periocl is 
essentially identical, technolcgically, to the cyanide leaching rrodel 
described for Wenban' s mill. Discovery of a set of photographs entitled 
"Cortez by Kcdak" in the MacKay School of Mines at the University of 
Nevada, Reno, greatly facilitated the developnent of a specific m:::rlel of 
the Consolidated Cortez mill. Presumably taken in the early 1920s, the 
photographs show details of the mill and pc1,Nerhouse interior. The mill was 
powered by t'.AO 200-horsep:,wer, sf:ltti.-<liese 1 engines, which were 
direct-connected to electric generators; the p::,w-erplant also contained 
three fuel oil burning air canpressors rated at an additional 250 
horse:i;x:,wer. At least one of the canpressors was a Sullivan angle-ccmp:>Und 
type according to notes on the photograph. And at least one of the diesel 
engines was manufactured by Fairbanks and r-brse. Electric locarotives 
transp:.:,rted the ore fran t.he Arctic Ttmnel to the mill, where the ore was 
fed by autanatic feeder into an Allis- Chalmers gyratory crusher. l>.fter 
preliminary crushing, the ore was run through an Allis-Clialmers ball mill, 
which reduced the ore to less than 40 meshes per square inch size. From 
there, the ore passed through an Allis-chalmers tube mill for sliming to a 
maximum size of less than 100 meshes per square inch. A !brr classifier was 
connected in closed-circuit to the tube mill. Probably after tube milling, 
the ore was sent to concentrating tables, where al.rrost half of the bullion 
was recovered before cyanidation, again according to notes on the 
photographs. A Merrill clarifying press is shown in the system to ranove 
sediments before zinc dust was added to precipitate t."le cyanide solution, 
and Oliver filters are sh<:,..m recovering the last traces of silver after 
precipitation and before the slime is discharged into the tailings pile. 
Finally, the photographs demonstrate that the cyanide precipitant was 
melted by a fuel oil burning tilting fun1ace~ notes indicate that 1,000 
ounce ingots were cast. 

The Consolidated Cortez mill was rrodified in 1928 to use the oil 
flotation methcrl of ore concentration(Vanderbur 1938). Here, "frothing" 
ma.chines, such as the Fagergren flotation cells are used along with 
chemical frothing agents, such as pine oil, to float small silver 
particles. The flotation process was usually used in ccmbination with 
cyanidation, which loses more silver than gold; :in most cases, exhausted 
mill tailings were run through the flotation cells to recover additional 
silver. Installation of the flotation system is not expected to have rm.1ch 
:i.rnpa.ct up::,n the archaeolcgical record" of the mill ' s earlier technolo;y. 

Social and Dem::graphic Patterns 
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To date, little is knc,r,m. about social and demcgraphic characteristics 
of this period. rbst of the earlier settlements seem to have been abandoned 
in favor of "UPP=r Cortez" in the vicinity of Wenban's mill. .lmd the small 
settlement around the Garrison Mine was probably also abandoned as the 
principal locus of mining activity shifted to the Arctic Mine. The 
settlement of Shoshone Wells was rrost likely vacated after Simeon Wenban 
left the area, as it seems to have housed a number of danestics in 1venban' s 
employ. 'As for ethnic cartµ)si tion of the district during L~is i=eriod, 
not.lung is known. It is expected, hON'ever, that distinct patterns of ethnic 
behavior are probably archaeologically invisible, unless relatively recent 
inmigrant groups \-A:)rked in the area. Native-l:x:>rn Blacks, for example, who 
are expected during this time period, are not expected to have a 
distinctive archaeological -pattern. 

Ecological Patterns 

A major change in the human ecology of the district is expected during 
this period, or sane.-ihat earlier. One major change is in the shift fran 
wc:cdburning steam boilers to diesel fuel burning electric generators. As a 
result, +-..he deforestation of the COrtez uplands should have been greatly 
reduced, and a nEM surge of forest gr0'.1/'th started. The second major change 
is in the netw0rk of raw materials. local and regional net\\.Orks bringing 
salt, lime, sulfur, and the like to the mills are expected to be replaced 
by national neb.orks through which diesel fuel and cyanide are transported 
to the Consolidated Cortez mill. 
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THE IDST~S)LIDATED CORI'EZ. Mn.L STUDY UNIT ( 1930-PRESEr:l'I') 

After the Consolidated Cortez Silver Mines canpany passed into 
receivership in 1930, the Cortez mining district was marked by only 
sporadic and small scale mining activities. In 1937, the Cortez Metal 
canpany purchased the property of the Consolic.ated Cortez but did not 
operate the ntine(Vanderburg 1938: 22). Only small leases were active during 
this time, The Roberts Mining and Milling Canpany did, ho.vever, operate a 
substantial mill in Mill Canycn for a short ti.me in the late 1930s. 
Van:l.erburg(l938: 27) observed the mill in operation anci describes it as a 
20-ton cyanide leaching plant using the process given earlier as a rood.el 
for the refitted Wenban' s mill. The follc:w.ing equipnent was associated: a 
Sullivan portable air canpressor, an Ingersoll-Rand stationary air 
canpressor, a Sullivan drill sharpener, roC'k &ills, a blacksmith shop, a 
gravity-type trarrwa.y, t\<.O autarobile trucks, an assay office, camp 
accamodations for 30 men, a Fairbanks-Morse 100-horsepower diesel engine 
to pc7Ner the mill, and a 220-volt electric generator{Vanderburg 1938: 27), 
Cortez Gold Mines is presently c.ctive in the district, running a large 
cyarude mill in Crescent Valley and transporting old mill tailings and mine 
waste to it fran the Cortez cUstrict. The present la,, market price of 
silver and gold are, however, likely to rapidly bring that operation to a 
halt, al0n3 with many others in the area. 

During this :Period, the entire area is expected to undergo 
dep:,pulation, The greatest "crash" should be at Upper Cortez, although a 
few continued to live there into the early 1960s. ~ining acti,,ity in Mill 
Canycn during the 1930s suggests that a settlement shift tc::,,,Jard that 
locality should have taken place. What the et.1-ini.c canp::>si tion of the 
district is during the post- C"..onsolidated Cortez period is unknown; 
holNever, there is"no evidence of a distinctive ethnic minority. 

Ecologically, the district after 1930 is expected to continue 
particip:'l.tion in a national net....ork of raw materials. There is no 
nocumentary evidence to <'late of extensive use of local resources, other 
than water~ 
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LAND USE zcm:s IN THE CORI'EZ DISTRICT 

The supeq::osition of land use patterns identified for each of the 
study i.mits discussed aoove underlies the follc:,.,,ring m:del of land use zones 
for the Cortez district. Each zone is a gecgraphical area with distinctive 
expectations for past human activities and, therefore, for the 
archaeol0:1ical record. The Cortez zones are controlled, for the most part, 
by localities of critical resources, by top:::graphic patterns, and by 
localities of "gravity centers" such as settlements and roads. Figure 5 
shONS the gecgraphical bormdaries of the zones that have been defined by 
the preliro.inacy phase I study of land use patterns in the district. 

Ore Zones 

The gecgraphical distribution of ore l:x:dies is expected to be 
strongly associated with mining sites, such as adits, shafts, tranways, 
headframes, and the like(Figure 6). In addition, because of the limestone 
matrix of the Cortez ore bodies, both quarries and lime kilns should occur 
in the same area. M:.>st of t11e precious metals production in the Cortez 
district came fran fissure veins and rrentos (blanket and pipe replacement 
bodies) within the Hamburg dolanite of the NeVE'.da Giant. .Additional ore 
bodies have been located in the Wenban limestone and quartz veins of Mill 
Canyon. All of these are part of the Cortez and Crescent Valley fault 
system(Gilluly and Masursky 1965: 96-97) . As stated in the phase 2 Canstock 
rei:ort(Hardesty, Firby, and Siegler 1982: 45), "the actual location of 
mining/ milling sites in lode strata is rrost likely controlled by highly 
ccmplex causes. For that reason, the distribution of such sites is expected 
to be rcmdan within the lode areas." Accordingly, the reccmnended survey 
design for sampling the ore zones is a set of randanly placed linear 
trapsects. 

Hydrolcgic zones 

As was true of the Canstock district., water is a critical detenninant 
of human activities in both historic and prehistoric study units. If water 
is not a simple OJnstraint on where human :i;x::,pulations are likely to be 
found, as if often true of prehistoric foragers, it is 1.L~ely to be 
associated with behavior and artifacts involved in its tranSfX)rt t:o another 
place, as is often true of canplex societies. Thus, although mining 
settlements are often foun<l in localities without i:,ernianent water, such 
settlements are always linked to water sources elsewhere through sane kina 
of supply systen. In the Cortez district, subsurface water was brought to 
miners by constructing artesian weU.s, and distant Wnter was transp:,rted to 
miners through a pipeline. For that reason, hydrologic zones can be 
considered as having both natural and cultural ooundaries. Hydrolcgic zones 
in the Cortez district thus include streams, springs, artesian weDs, and 
pi~lines, which are delimited in Figure 5 by USGS top::,graphic map 
designations. The zones are exi;:,ected to be associate<'! with historic 
residential settlements, water transi:ort activities, mills, and a wide 
range of prehistoric site types. Survey methods recarmenned for sampling 
hydrolcgic zones include circular qua.drats around "r:oint" zones, such 21s 
springs and wells, and linear transects foll0r1ing linear zones such as 
streams iilld pipelines. 
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Figure 6: Waste Dumps and the Tramway at the Consolidated 
Cortez. 

Figure 7: Wenban's Mill Today 



Gravity Center Zones 

Natura 1 cons+-..raints such as the distribution and abundance of water 
are not the only detenninants of land use, especially durjng historic 
perioo.s. Roads, sacred places, towns, centers of industrial activities, and 
the like - all of 'Which have historically canplex origins and, therefore, 
rand.an locations in space and time - serve to attract human p.:,pulations and 
activities. For that reason, such places are designated as gravity centers 
and are treated as separate land use zones within t..he Cortez mining 
district(Figures 7 i:lnd 8). The nost irnp:)rtant gravity centers in the 
district are mJ.m.ng camps • 'Ihese include Old Cortez, St. Louis, Shoshone 
Wells, and Cortez(Figure 9). In addition, the Garrison Mine is designated 
as a gravity center because of t..he large number of scattered Chinese 
households that apparently existed in its vicinity(Figure · 10). Wenban's 
household is also treated as a gravity center because of associated 
households of dcmestics and other service people. This canplex may or may 
not be part of the old settlanent of Shoshone Wells. Historic roads in the 
district are defined as another category of gravity center. The recarmended 
strategy for surveying these zones c:9.epends up:::,n whether the gravity center 
is a settlanent or a road. Settlenents are best surveyed wit.11. circular 
qua.drats; roads, by contrast, are best surveyed with linear transects. 

'Ihe Pinyan-Juniper Zone 

'Prove t.."1-\e Cortez mines and mills are uplands covered with a pinyon
juniper forest. During thf! heyday of the Cortez mill and Wenban • s ml l, 
these uplands were heavily exploited for fire,.cod to nm steam boilers. 
Historical sources suggest tliat Italian \IK.Xldcutters and charcoal makers 
-were employed in this activity. Consequently, 1:oth residenti2.l sites of 
Italian ~cutters and cl-\arcoal IYEking sites are expecterl in this area, in 
contrast to other places in the district. Specifically, charcoal making 
sites are expected to be 11pit kilns 11 such as those documented in the 
Truckee Basin(Elston, Hardesty, and Zeier 1982) and in the Great 
Basin(Young and Budy 1979r Murbarger 1965). In addition, prehistoric 
hunting sites and possibly pine nutting sites are expected. The survey 
design recamrended to sample the pinyon-jtmiper zone is a series of 
randanly placed linear transects. 

Salt Marsh Zone 

In addition to water and~. salt is a critical resource <lananded by 
the Reese River process of pan amalgamation at the Cortez mill and by the 
Russell leaching process at Wenban's mill, As discussed earlier, at least 
sane of the salt came fran the marshes around Pleistocene Lake Gilbert in 
the northern part of Grass Valley, or at least that is 'what historical 
sources suggest. These marshes are here defined as a distinct land use zone 
because of the expectation of finding archaeolc:g'ical evidence of salt 
mining. It is p:,ssible that such sites may be associated with historic 
Native American material. The survey design reccmnended. for the salt marsh 
zcne is a set of randanly placed linear transects. 

Alluvial Flats 

'Ihe last land use zone idPntified in the Cortez district is the 
11hinterland" on the valley floor or alluvial flats of Grass Valley. Little 
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Figure 8: The Consolidated Cortez Today. 

Figure 9: Upper Cortez. Courtesy Nevada Division of Historic 
Preservation an:f Archaeology. 



Figure 10: 



is expected in this area, with the exception of seasonal plant gathering 
task sites and isolated historic artifacts. The main historic road also 
goes t.lirough the area. Randanly placed linear transects are recarmended for 
sUJ:Veying the valley floor. 
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SIGNIFICANCE EVAWATION 

The study of mining c.istricts is usually left to historians. Certainly 
historical methods are dananded to develop thematic framer.-.orks fran which 
appropriate behavioral nod.els can be built and to glean the wealth of 
empirical data about mining technology that exists in written documents, 
photographs, and maps. At the same time, it does not follow that the goals 
of research in mining districts should be only historical. Research 
strategies used can also be directed by goals that are scientific~ that is, 
the purp:,se of such strategies is not simply to describe or to make 
empirical generalizations about what happened in the past but to develop 
universal theories abclut the past that are independent of particular sets 
of empirical data. Thus, Dunnell(l980) has discussed the usefulness of the 
scientific theory of evolution as a research strategy in archaeol~, and 
Kirch ( 1980) has developed. a uni versa! rrodel of behavioral adaptation to 
explain variability and change in the archaeological record that is derived 
fran evolutionary theory. Kirch's m:J<lel is "middle range theory"(Binford 
1977) that links together general principles of evolutionary theory and 
empirical data of the archaeological record. The process of adaptation 
taJces place as selection sorts out behavioral variants through differ~ntial 
reproduction to increase those that best solve environmental problems. 
Adaptive change in the rtrnel goes through a predictable sequence of three 
stages. The behavioral rep::>rtoire carried by inmigrants into a new 
environment is, first, expected to have low variability and low initial 
fitness. Later, efforts to solve key problems in t-1'1e new envirornnent 
encourages experimentation and innovative behavior, creating a period of 
high variability. Finally, selection sorts out these variants an.cl 
eliminates the least successful, thereby reducing behavioral variability. 

An Adaptive M:Jdel ~ Mining Behavior for the Cortez District 

A general m:rlel of adaptive behavior appropriate for l.mderstanding 
p:!.tterns of technological, neu...ajtaphic, social, and ecological change and 
variability in the Cortez district follows fran Kirch' s discussion. New 
mining districts are expected to be colonized by inmigrants carrying tools 
and 'NC>rk patterns best adapted to their haneland. In the beginning, the 
adaptive fit between mining behavior and the new environment is rn:::,st likely 
to be poor, although the d8:Jree of fitness is expected to vary. Thus, the 
Washoe pan amalgamation process for extracting bullion fran silver ores was 
poorly adapted fran the beginning in the Cortez district, but was nruch 
better adapted to the surface chloride ores in the nearby Reese River 
district. In that sense, Kirch's assumption of low adaptation at the time 
of colonization may not be entirely realistic in all cases and in all 
sectors of hunan behavior. Mining technology is, however, expected to be 
relatively standardized and haoogeneous on the 19th Century and early 20th 
Century industrial frontier(Paul 1963). Following colonization is a period 
of experimentation <"..nd innovation in an effort to cope with novel 
environmental problens. '11lus, several roasting, leaching, and 
crushing/grinding milling meth:xls were tried in the Cortez district after. 
t.lie Washoe process proved to be useless. Fi.Ii.ally, variability in mining 
behavior and tools is expected to be narrcwed after sane innovations are 
found to have high fitness in the new environment. Cyanide leaching, for 
example, nearly replaced other silver milling technologies after the turn 
of the century. 
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The adaptive sequence of low varfa_bili ty at the time of initial 
colonization follONed by first an increase and then a cecrease in that 
variability seems to be a useful predictive med.el for understanding the 
archaeological and historical records of the Cortez mining district, as 
well as other districts on t11e western ITLining frontier. What the med.el 
predicts, however, must be carefully c:onsidered within the context of 
environmental change and variability. r-bst imp:irtant is recognition that 
the ore 'ocdy itself is the environment that mining behavior tracks rrost 
urgently. And, despite the geol03ical constancy of the ore 'ocdy in most 
mining districts, it is a constantly changing environment to the miner who 
has little knowledge of its wir1.ab1.lity and must search for it as if 
blindfolded. As each new ore environment is encountered, a nt:M adaptive 
sequence is set in motion. For that reason, mining as an adaptive process 
must be viewed as having a _ strong randan conp::inent rat."ler than as a simple 
sequence of colonization-experimentation-actaptation. 

Preliminary historical research has supp:,rted the usefulness of the 
Kirch m::rlel in understanding sane aspects of behavioral variclbility and 
change in the Cortez district. The success of mining operations in the 
district depended largely up::,n hew miners were able to cope with 
fluctuations in the ore 'ocdy that were usually unexpected. One early 
problem was the sudden shift frcm surface oxidized ores with high silver 
d1loride content, that could be milled with convf:'ntional Washoe pan 
amalgamation, to deeper ores made up rrostly of sulfides of antirrony and 
arsenic. The sulfides could not be milled with the Washoe process. 
~rimentation in the nearby Reese River district danonstrat:ed that 
roasting the ore with salt before amalgamation solved the problem by 
converting t.be sulfides into chlorides. The Reese River process was adopted 
by the Cortez Canpany and continued to be used by the Tenabo Ccrnpany. 

Another problan with the ore bcdy in the Cortez district was its 
sudden disappearance and reappearance or sudden change fron high grade to 
lON" grade ore. A variety of innovations was tried to solve these problems, 
sane of which ½'ere relatively m,successful and dropped and a f.ew of which 
were successful and retained. Diversification in the minerals being mined 
was one exper:ilnent. Rather than mining only silver and gold, the mining 
canpanies also recovered zinc, co:r:per, and lead. That was especially true 
of the Tenabo and Consolidated Cortez ccrnpanies(Rciberts et al 1%5: 99). 
Another such "resilience" tactic is the family-like relationship 
established by the Tenabo Canpany with its imnigrant Chinese miners. 
Whenever the ore body was temp:,rarily lost ( ''borrasca" ) , the canpany drew 
up:in its J?OOl of familial good will and suspended wages until the ore bcdy 
was once again located. In such a way cost of the mining operation was 
minimized. 

Another set of innovations was intended to increase the rat~ of 
recovery of precious and base metals fran lON" grade or~ bo:::1J.es. Thus, 
experimentation \.v.ith the Reese River Russell leaching and cyanide 
leaching processes gradually brought silver recovery beyond 90 percent. ,lmd 
an increased recovery rate remered profitable reM:>rking of old waste dumps 
and mill tailings, as \-Jell as exceptionally low grade ore b:dies in old 
mine \\Orkings. Yet another set "of technological innovations decreased the 
cost of milling and mining methods. 'I'he use of calcium sulfide instead of 
sodiun sulfide at Wenban' s mill is an example. Egleston(l887: 529- 531) 
notes .tnat sodium sulfide is better as a precipitator of silver: however, 
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calcium sulfide is cheaper if "lime is counted as next to nothing." Wenban 
was able to use limestone next to the mill to produce a virtually infinite 
supply of lime at •1ery low cost. The use of Kran rolls at the same mill 
also illustrates the importance of cost reduction in the adaptive process. 
Kran rolls do not grind ores as finely as other met.hotis, such as· the 
California stamp, but are cheaper to buy, less costly to maintain, and do 
not require a separate building(Eissler 1898: 213-217). 

The general pa.ttern of technological and organizational change 
obsetved in the historical record of the C.Ortez mining district is a sudden 
change in the mining envirorment followed first by rapid behavioral 
innovation and then by dropping all but the most successful. That is, of 
course, the pattern predicted by the Kirch nr::deL Such preliminary 
observations do not, however, provide a real test of the validity of the 
explanation. That must cane f:ran additional historical research and fran 
observations of the archaeological record, and it is here that part of the 
"significance" of archaeological sites in the district is derived: (1) 
.ARCHMDI.CX:HCAL SIT.ES WITH rorENI'I.AL FOR HAVING CHRONOI.00:IO\L IltFOFMATION 
ABOUl' PATrmTS OF VARIABILITY IN MINil~ BEHAVIOR ABE MORE SIGNIFICA..~ TEi\N 
THOSE THAT ro NOr. Thus, Wenban' s mill and the C.Ortez mill, both of which 
'Nere used for relatively long periods of time, are rrore signficant than the 
Consolidated c.ortez mill in terms of this criterion. 

C.Olonization Patterns: Optima]. Foraging M:dels 

The nature of colonization on the imustrial frontier is another key 
problem area in the C.Ortez district that can be used to evaluate the 
significance of archaeological sites. Elsewhere(Hardesty n.d.), I have 
proposed that frontier colonization can be understood within 1-..he fr~rk 
of evolutionary ecology. One set of researc..h problems revo.l ves arouno. 
optimal foraging theory. Here, the issue is \ollhether optimal foraging m::rlels 
can adequately explain the lt'OVement of miners fran one ore or other 
resource 11patch11 to another within the district and thus predict the 
chronological sequence of archaeological sites at each pl.ace. 
Cia.rnov's(l976) ''marginal value theorem" underlies one such nr::deL The 
theorem stipulates that "the optimal predator should stay in each patch 
until its rate of intake(the marginal value) drops to a level equal to the 
average of intake for the habitat" (Krebs and Davies 1978: 43). Average 
intake is net1 that is, the cost of acq.uiring resources in each pa.tch must 
be subtracted fran ~tever is taken. In my pa.per the nm.el is described as 
follows: 

The industrial frontier is a web or archipelago of patches ••. in 
the fonn of ore 1:xxUes, tree tracts, salt dep::,s:i. ts, <Uld the like. 
Sane, such as tree tracts, are renewable: others are 
nonrenewable. Miners, loggers, and other industrial colonists 
ItDVe into each patch and, according to the marginal value 
theorem, are expected to stay there until its net yield drops 
belc,,,, that likely to be obtained fran an "average" patch 
elsewhere on the frontier. How- long they stay, and t.rierefore 
their rate of rmvenent arocng :E)atches, is dependent upon rate of 
patch renewal, variability of the patch, size of the :E)atch, 
teclmological efficiency of exploitation( "capture" cost), 
transportation cost, and market price. Minimizing transportation 
cost and maxmzing each of the other variables for each :E)atch 
type maximizes the ail'DUnt of time expected to be spent in the 
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patch and, t..lierefore, minimizes the rate of movement among 
patches. Al]. but size and variability of the patch are 
envirornnental variables that change stochastically. Changes in 
technolcgical efficiency, for example, may follc:M the sudden 
invention of a new- milling procedure, such as cyanide leaching, 
and make patches that had fallen belcw the average once again 
profitable to colonize. The prediction of the innovation itself 
is irnp:>ssible, as is the predict.ion of a sudden jump in market 
prices that v.auld also send the profitability of the patch above 
average. On the other hand, it is i.nportant to note that since 
market prices and technolc~ical innovations are rapidly 
disseminated throughout the frontier, the profitability 
relationship annng the patches may remain the same even though 
the average intake line has been raised. In this case, one v.0ula 
expect the patches to be recolonized in exactly the~ order as 
the pioneering colonization. 

Develcpnent of a specific "marginal value" rrcdel of colonization 
patterns in the Cortez district is planned for the phase 2 project. 
Archaeological requiranents for testing such a m:rlel can t.1-ien be used to 
assess the scientific significance of archaeolcgical sites in the distr:i.ct. 

Victorianism and Cultural Pluralism on the Frontier 

The third key research pro'bem dona.in identified for the Cortez mining 
district centers up:,n har.v American Victorianism is manifested on the 
Western mining frontier and hc:M it interacts with other contenp:,rary 
cultural traditions, especially those carried by imnigrants and ethnic 
minorities. American historians consider Victorianism to be the dcrninant 
cultural tradition of America during the mi~dle and late 19th Century and 
perhaps as late as W::>rld War I (Howe 1976; Trachtenburg 1982) . The tradition 
is ccmparable to the American "v.0rld views" of Puritanism, Folk culture, 
and Georgianism used by Deetz(l977) to direct historical archaeolc:gical 
research in the Colonial period. In this case, historians see the Victorian 
w0rld view as emP.rging fran an urban industrial (:O'.)r.any and as having such 
icleolcgical characteristics as protestantism, the \I/Ork ethic, punctuality, 
a strong errq:hasis upon order, temperance, conspicious consumption, 
didacticism, and self-cultivation(Ho.ve 1976). The carriers of Victorian 
culture, rcostl.y of British or1g1n, enjoyed the status of a dcminant 
majority during their heyday and enthusiastically conveyed, by law and 
missionary activity, their convictions to imnigrant and other ethnic 
minorities. By the early part of the 20th Century, ho.,;ever, these same 
runorities had becone majorities and essentially daninated American cities. 
Carriers of Victorian culture rapidly disappeared, and America entered a 
period daninated by a new, multi-ethnic v.0rld view-. 

Baker(l978) bas proposed the study of Victorian culture as a key 
research problem dOtlain for historic archaeolcx;ry in Colorado; the same 
approach seems feasible for the Cortez district. The major problem is 
giving Victorian culture an archaeolc:gical identity, as Deetz(1977) has 
done for the Puritan and other early American cultures by using ceramics, 
architectural styles, and gravestone styles. That definition, in order to 
avoid a strictly nonnative frame.-.ork, l'!TI.lSt begin with the stu<ly of 
variability among t.lie carriers of Victorianism in ti.me and space. 
Baker(1978) has suggested that such a study proceed frcm the "building 
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blcx::ks" of sites with short-term occupations within which little or no 
change can be assumed to have taken place. Such an approach allehlS the 
building of chronological seqences and geographical series showing change 
and variability in the Victorian tradition. The archaeolo::rical recorr'l of 
the Cortez district is suitable for that approach. Settlenents at Shoshone 
Wells, St. Louis, Old Cortez, and Cortez, for example, may have a series of 
occupations with distinct spa.tial and tE:mp:)ral limits that are 
archaeologically visible: 'the phase 2 work·at Shoshone Wells should go a 
lon;J way toward clarifyi~ that r:ossibility. And a number of isolated 
structures scattered through:>ut the district are r:otentially useful in this 
regard. Perhaps the rrost important is the multi-ethnic canp:isition of the 
Cortez r:opulation. There is every fOssibility to examine the imp':tct of 
Victorianism upon imnigrant Chinese, Blacks, and other ethnic populations 
in the district and, conversely, their impact up::,n Victorianism. In this 
regard, a major problen is identification of archaeolo;ical measures of 
cultural interaction appropriate for the Nevada mining frontier. At any 
rate, it is clear that the study of Victorianism provides another criterion 
for evaluation of site significance at Cortez. 
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1981 EXCAVATIONS AT SHOSHONE WELLS 

The 1981 archaeological project at Shoshone Wells had the follcwing 
goals: (1) establish a site chronolcgy and link it to the historical 
record; (2) locate and describe cultural features present; (3) test the 
features and detennine their ~xtent and integrity; and (4) detennine the 
ethnic affiliation of the occupants through architectural and artifactual 
patterns. 

Historical Background 

The tawn name of Cortez has, we believe, actually been applied to at 
least three different areas in t.1-ie district. Originally, the to.vnsite of 
Cortez was established by May, 1864, by the Cortez Canp3.ny in Mill Canyon ( 
Reese River Reveille May 5, 1864). At this time, there were at least tw:, 

additional can-ps associated with the other mines west of M:ltmt Tenabo. 
Saint Louis was at the foot of the rrountain and at the base of a steep 
trail leading to its namesake - the Saint Louis ledge( Reese River Reveille 
May 3, 1864). Simeon Wenban apparently lived at or near Saint Louis before 
constructing his mansion at Shoshone Wells. Shoshone Wells was situated 
across the valley fran M::,nnt Tenabo and the camp of Saint Louis ( Reese 
River Reveille May 3, 1864). In 1864 Shoshone Wells was a small to.vn with 
six houses and was associated with the Fortune and Cortez American claims 
nnder supervision of T.M.cassell( Reese River Reveille April 7, 1864). 

By 1869 the land survey map still shows Cortez in Mill c.anyon but 
nothing else in the 11.istrict; however, the map does not cover the Shoshone 
Wells area. Sane 19 years later, in 1888, the Reese River Reveille 
(Novenber 10, 1888) refers to "Upper and I..ow'er Cortez, '' which we interpret 
as present-day Cortez(Upper) and Shoshone Wells(Lower). The name change may 
have begt.m with Wenban' s purchase of the Cortez mill in Mill Canyon in 1869 
and the later construction of his new mill(in 1886) at the present site of 
Cortez. The shift in mining activity to the west slopes of Mount Tenabo and 
Wenban's ever-increasing control of the district's operations were 
undoubtedly instrumental in the name change. Along with the nei.v mill came a 
piped water supply fran Wenban' s Spring about five miles to the southwest. 
This was probably the stimulus that brought about grc:wth in the Upper 
Cortez area. Sanetime before 1889, Wenban built a large house for himself 
and his family at Lower Cortez; the house included piped wate!:' to the 
kitchen and bat., and a green lawn with locust trees for shade ( Murbarger 
1963: 34). 

Methods 

To accanplish the state<l objectives within the allotted 10 day field 
project, we imnediately surveyed the surface remains and prcduced a sketch 
map of the site, An attempt to make a tq:ographic site roap concurrently 
with the excavations was abandoned because of time constraints pas~ by the 
short field season and the constant supervision denanded by students in the 
UNR field sch::::ol, who contributed the labor. Instead, we settled for a 
detailed sketch map(Figure 11), which shows major cultural features within 
the site area. This map was constantly up::1ated during the field season. 

The early surface survey revealed spatial patterning among the visible 
structures and distinct architectural differences anong the visible 
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structures. ·Three principal clusters of structures could be identified. In 
addition to surface ma.pping and artifact collection, test excavation of at 
least one structure fran each cluster was conducted. The testing was 
considered necessary to determine whether the differences among clusters 
and individual structures originated in sequential occupations, ethnic 
differences among contemporaneous occupations, or sanething else. An 
additional reason for the test excavations was to clarify \>Jhether or not 
the cultural dep:,sits had been significantly disturbed. A bulldozer trench 
within one building cluster, numerous pot holes, and rep:,rts by infonned 
local residents suggested that the site had been vandalized for years. 

During the course of excavation, it scx::,n became apparent that the 
artifact yield \<.Ould be very small because of lcw artifact density with 
building dep::,sits and because of the small volume of dirt :m::>Ved by an 
inexperienced creM. To accaTiplish sane of our original goals, therefore, we 
also selectively sampled trash disp:,sal areas within the site ooundaries. 
These collections were those considered to be diagnostic of chronology, 
function, and ethnicity. Within each major surface collection area, 100 
I,?ercent samples were taken fran randanly selected areas to provide a 
reasonably unbiased sample of the cultural dep::,sits. 

Limited test excavations were done in four structures. In all cases 
the test unit was dug to sterile soil. As previously mentioned, the 
excavations were intended not only to collect artifacts but also to 
detennine integrity of the dep:,sits. OUr \<.Ork suggests that there are 
indeed pristine cultural dep:,sits dating fran the historic occupations of 
the site. Because of apparent econanic cycles in the history of the Cortez 
mining district, hOiN'ever, it is also likely that sane buildings were used 
over and over again. Such events may not show up in the archaeological 
record because of the short time span of occupation. 

Structures 

Forty-five structural features have been recorded within the site 
"boundaries. This figure is, hcwever, probably lcw because of nearly 
invisible rena.ins that abound throughout. The dense, high sagebrush, 
alluviation, simple construction methcds, and vandalism have all 
contributed to such invisibility. Stone and adobe walled buildings are the 
mJSt visible, and sane of these are clustered into "neighborhcx:x:1s. 11 Ot.1ier 
structures vihich are often hidden fron view are dugouts, of which only 
depressions remain, and stone foundations of ~en frame buildings. 
Finally, the Wenban house is visible as a deep, stonelined depression on 
the northwest edge of the site. other praninent features that have been 
mapped include wells, trash scatters, roads, and stone alignments that have 
not been identified. 

Adobe Structures Two structures(S9 and S13) are constructed of adobe 
blocks, each of which is approximately 12 inches by 6 inches by 4 inchesr 
they are laid in t-v.o, noninterlocking courses(Figure 12). Although badly 
necanposed and actively being tmdercut, the buildings nevertheless have 
remnants of plaster and whitewash on the interior. The first adobe courses 
were laid on a lOiN' stone fot.mdation. The doorway was nost likely in the 
eastern wall. 

Use of adobe appears relatively early in the Reese River district. On 
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Figure 12: An Adobe Structure at Shoshone Wells. Courtesy Nevada 
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Figure 13: A Stone Structure at Shoshone Wells. 



May 1, 1864, the Reese River Reveille re:i;:orts "numerous" adobe brick yards 
in Clifton and else..vhere. It also noted sane of the advantages of adobe 
over w::od an1 clay brick, including cheapness, fire resistance, and ease of 
manufacture and use. 

This traditional Southwest building material may be related to the 
presence of Mexican Americans in the district.(three are documented in the 
1900 census record for the Cortez district.), although diagnostic artifacts 
are scarce. Furthenrore, the listed occupants of adobe buildings in the 
Reese River district do not have Spanish surnames{ Reese River Reveille May 
1, 1864) . For the present time, therefore, the adobe buildings at Shoshone 
Wells, and t..'iose at Upper Cortez, must be considered as probably early but 
not necessarily of Mexican origin. 

Stone Structures By far the most prevalent structural ranai.ns on the 
site are frcm stonewalled buildings(Figure 13). '!his is probably because of 
readily available stone in the district., 1:ecause stone buildings cannot be 
easily rroved, and because they preserve better than other construction 
methods. Actual buildin;;r styles vary considerably, but cer+..ain trends are 
visible. Angular cobbles of native volcanic roc:i< are used. 'nlere appears to 
be little or no attempt to dress the stone, and there is a wide range of 
variation in construction methods. In general, hor,.;ever, the dry la.id 
masonry consists of randanly sized stones caulked \vith smaller stones and 
mud. Small and high windor,.; openings and sane dcor sills still remain: these 
are w:,oden, although in at least one instance (S31) clay bricks have been 
used. 

Construct.ion of single unit dw-ellings is most ccmron. 'n\ere are, 
however, examples of multi- rcom buildings with cannon walls. At least tw::> 
of these contain integrated stone fireplaces. Little evidence of rcofs 
remain, but it is likely that rrost had a central beam and a gable with 
-wooden shin;;rles. One structure to the northwest of the site was built 
against a large exposed bedrock outcrop, which cattprised the rear v1all of 
the buildin;;r. 

Another construction methcx:1 that left stone st..."1.lctures at the site ,-,.,as 
to build a \\OOden frame house up:::m a lOW' stone foundation. And today only 
the foundation remains. The scarcity of lumber and the p::,r+....ability of t.l-iese 
buildings probably accounts for their invisibility at the site of Shoshone 
Wells. Sane of the v.e:oden frame buildings still standing at T..JH?er Cortez 
are, for example, rep::,rterl to have been m:,ved fran Shoshone Wells. Simeon 
Wenban's house was a large v.e:oden frame builaing with a stonelined cellar. 
Tcday only the cellar and. stone foundation remain. The house is reputed to 
have been tw:.> stories high, to have been constructed of har&..cod and 
rem-.cod, to have had 12 feet high ceilings, and to have had piped in water 
(Knudtsen 1975: 185) • Outside of the house are the stumps of tw:.> locust 
trees, stone alignnents outlining t.l-ie corral, and a deep stonelined well. 

Dugouts A fairly camon type of structure at Shoshone Wells is t.."le 
dugout(Figure 14). These are usually visible as trenches dug into a slope1 
they seldan occur on level ground. A group of dugouts was located along t.he 
banks of the stream, with one of the structures{S24) actually situated in 
the stream channel. The dugouts probably had their open end closed with a 
...o::x:!.en or stone wall and dc:or. Sane appear to have stonelined trench walls. 
Most probably they had little or no wall exp:>sed ru:ove the ground, aside 
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Figure 14: A Dugout at Upper Cortez Similar to Those at Shoshone 
Wells. Courtesy Nevada Division of Historic Preservation 
and Archaeology. 



from the bw:m produced by excavating the trench. From artifacts surrot.mding 
the dugouts, it appears that they were mostly occupied by Chinese. One 
structure in particular(S34) is associated with a concentration of opium 
tin fragments, al t.1-iough this concentration also ad joins the rear of stone 
structure S10. 

Wells 'I"wO adjacent trenches dug into the hillside are probably the 
remnants of a pair of wells. Tcrlay only one has a trace of standing 
water(S37), although a heavy grc:wth of rosebushes and grass suggests the 
presence of subsurface moisture. The trench with the apparent rroisture has 
stonelined walls and floor. 

At about the same elevation as these wells is a mine tunnel with a 
buried pipeline feeding a water trough. In addition remnants of a second 
buried pipeline run down the hill and may connect with the Wenban house. 
This particular contour may be a contact between t\<.O rock zones, which is 
not only a likely location for an ore bcdy but also for an aquifer; the 
quality of water fran such an area is, l.owever, questionable. 

Arother group of structures are wells tapping the water table in the 
valley alluvium. There are three, one of which still taps the aquifer. The 
"wet" well is a large(3.2 meters in diameter) and deep(over 4.5 meters) 
stonelined structure associated with the Wenban house. If it is the source 
of piped-in water for the house, it w0uld have needed a water tower or 
pump, as the water level is well below the elevation of the house. The 
interior of the well exhibits a very fine job of dry wall masoru:y, using 
undressed native stone. 

Another stonelined pit is on the bank of the ephemeral stream nmning 
through the lower p:,rt.ion of the site. It is considerably smaller than the 
Wenban well and is presently filled with Chinese trash, including celacon, 
brownware, and four seasons ceramics; bird tones; hole-in-top cans; cut 
nails; and opium tin fragments. 

Finally, a shalla.,.r depression in the middle of a group of buildings 
may have been a walk-in well. Its gently sloping sides, central location, 
and proximity to the stream suggest this interpretation. The associated 
buildings appear to have had Crinese occupants. 

Neighl:orho:Jds The buildings at Shoshone Wells cluster into at least 
three groups or neighb::lrh<XXls, plus the outlying Wenban house and its 
associated structures. One cluster is a group of five buildings arranged in 
a linear fashion along the old road through the site(S11 to S15). Possibly 
associated with this group are several other structures on the opposite 
side of the road(S27, S42, and S43) and behind the principal line of the 
cluster(S7-S9, S10, S16, and S35). The cluster includes b.o adobe buildings 
and four dugouts. In addition, a linear trash scatter is in the road, along 
with other scatters adjacent to a dugout(S34) and a stonewalled 
building(S10). Several piles of broken glass fran whiskey and beer bottles 
a.re lcxated ab:Jut 35 meters south of the buildings. These concentrations 
may reflect a saloon in this neighl::orhocd., especially since household 
debris i-s absent. The cluster appears to have been associated wit.'1 Chinese 
and possibly with Mexican populations. 

The second cluster of seven structures is centered along a drainage 
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running north fran the hills behind the project area. These structures are 
stonewalled and include oo multi-roan buildings ·high on the hillside. 
BelOW" the boo structures(S2 and S46) is a trail along the hillside, and a 
faint roadway a:ppears to run up the hill toward another{Sl). Trash scatters 
in this area are notable for the absence of Chinese artifacts. Discove:i:y of 
an Italian wine bottle and an outdoor stone oven in the cluster suggests an 
Italian occupation. 

Finally, the third cluster is centered around a shallOW" depression, a 
possible walk-in 'Well. The six buildings making up the cluster are of 
varying size and orientation, but are all associated with Chinese trash 
scatters. Upstream, to the east, is a series of dugouts along and in the 
stream bed. These, too, are associated with a thin scatter of Chinese 
artifacts. 

1981 Test Excavations Four structures w"ere test excavated during the 
1981 field season: Sl, S13, Sl8, and S20, In Sl a one meter square pit was 
excavated to a depth of 50 centimeters by arbitra:i:y 10 centimeter units and 
by natural stratigraphic units, when enco1.mtered. The placement of the pit 
in the southwest corner of the structure was chosen because of proximity to 
the walls, fireplace, and the relative shallOwT1ess of the overburden fran 
wall collapse and slope wash, Excavation revealed an intact floor about one 
!'T'.eter belc,.,, the surface. Recognition of the floor was made especially easy 
by an in situ rug. S13 was selected for test excavation because of its 
location 'along the former road, building material type, possible Mexican 
occupation, and the relatively little damage to standing walls. A one meter 
square pit was excavated to a depth of 1. 15 meters belc,.,, the surface in the 
northeast corner of the structure through a berm fm:med £ran a collapsed 
wall. A charcoal rich layer about 0. 45 meter belOW" the surface represents 
the structure's last occupation .. F.arlier flcx::,rs, unfortunately, could not 
be discerned . stratigraphically or artifactually. The test pit in S18 was 
begun after it became apparent that the deposits of S20 were either 
disturbed or not fran the interior of the building. However, the artifact 
content of the structures contrasted strongly, and a functional riifference 
was suggested. 'nle one meter square test pit was extended dOwT1 about 0.90 
meter and revealed no distinct flcx::,r surface. Finally, a one meter square 
test pit was excavated to a depth of 50 centimeters in the presumed 
southwest corner of S20. This stonewalled structure revealed. a wealth of 
Chinese artifacts, as did S18, but little in the way of discrete living 
surfaces. Stratigraphy was preserved but appeared to represent a myriad of 
depositional episodes with little resemblance to occupational floors, It is 
our belief that these deposits are either outside the structure or are 
disturbed. 

Artifacts 

The artifacts collected £ran Shoshone Wells during the 1981 field 
season came £ran the surface in and. around Sl, S13, S18, and S20: from test 
excavations in each of these structures: an:i fran several trash scatters. 
Each artifact was accessioned into the UNR Anthrqx,logy Musem. For purposes 
of analysis, the use of artifacts was identified, whenever possible, and 
the collection was then classified into functional categories using the 
system proposed by South.(1977). Here, artifacts used in the same general 
kind of activity are put into the same group. The artifact groups defined 
at Shoshone Wells are culinary, furnishings, construction, personal, and 
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animal husbandry. Those artifacts that could not be identified nave been 
placed into an "unidentified" group; The group is then further classified 
into classes. Each class is a m:,re specific functional category: thus, the 
personal group includes clothing, the opiun canplex, gaming, music, and 
fireann classes. Finally, tcth f1.mctional and stylistic criteria have been 
used to classify artifact classes into types. In the tableware class at 
Shoshone Wells, for example, are such stylisic and tecr.nological types as 
Chinese brownware or jian you, swatOW', four seasons, celadon, and 
ironstone. - --

The artifact classifications are shown in Tables 2 through 5. 
Artifacts fran each of the collections are tabulated by stratigraphic 
level, in the case of test excavation units in the four structures, or by 
geographical location, as in the· case of trash scatters. In this 
preliminary report, no attempt has been made to fully define and describe 
each of the artifact categories identified in the collections. All of the 
categories have, in fact, been defined and described in several other 
rep:>rts: previously unreported variants will be m:::>re fully described after 
the second field season has been canpleted, if they have been found to 
exist. 

1. Structure 1. Table 2 tabulates artifacts collected fran this 
hillside building. The artifacts appear to be rather typical of 
Euroamerican househ:>lds dating to the turn of the 20th Century. And there 
is no evidence of significant differences am:,ng artifacts caning fran 
different stratigraphic units. For that reason, the collection is treated 
here as a single unit. The construction group and the t.midentified classes 
of \>JOOd, glass, and oone fragments daninate artifacts fran structure 1. 
Wire nails and cut nails occur in about equal prop::,rtions: a.lthough a nail 
chronology is far. £ran being established in the American West, these 

- prop::>rtions are consistent with a tum of the century date. 'Ihe next 
largest nurrber of artifacts originate in a variety of danestic activities. 
Culinary activities are evidenced by lard pails, an r-UB coffee can, a log 
cabin syrup can that has been converted into "What appears to be an oil 
lamp(Figure 15), pine nut shells, and egg shells. Surprisingly, tableware 
is virtually absent. other danestic activities are suggested by the 
recovecy of lamp chimney fragme.."'l.ts, a glass lamp base, a brass key, mirror 
fragments, and kerosene can fragments. The personal group is also well 
represented. ~st of the personal artifacts have been put into the clothing 
class and incll.rle a variety of artifacts that must have cane fran men's 
boots, shoes, gloves, shirts, and trousers: however, what appears to be a 
fastener fran a bra strap suggests the presence of wanen. That 
interpretation is also supported by the mirror fragments, mentioned ab:Jve. 
Finally, structure 1 is unique anong the excavated buildings at Shoshone 
Wells in having a lot of archaeological evidence of the use of fireanns, 
perhaps indicative of hunting for wild game. 

2. Structure 13. Artifacts recovered fran this adobe building in the 
linear cluster are also daninated by the construction group and by 
unidentified glass, ¼OOd., and bone fragments(Table 3). Nails in the 
collection are roostly cut, suggesting a sane.mat earlier date than 
structure 1. Wire nails do, however, occur, although in small quantit.ies: 
for that reason, it is unlikely that the occupation of structure 13 can be 
pushed back beyaid the 1890s. The culinary group is here, as in structure 
1, the seccni m:,st camon artifact category. Tableware, however, is the 
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m:,st abundant class and western food containers· such as cans are virtually 
absent. The tableware is m:,stly jian ~ and a few other Chinese import 
types, suggesting a Chinese occupation for the structure sanetime in its 
history. Perhaps the most interesting artifact in the tableware class, 
however, is a single fragment of tin-glazoo earthenware that may be 
majolica~ if so, a Mexican presence is also suggested. Fragments of lamp 
chimneys and kerosene cans indicate the same kind of household furnishings 
as in structure 1, a similarity that also extends to structures 18 and 20. 
And several pieces of cast iron stove show he,,, the structure was heated. 
The presence of iron stoves is unusual in early frontier households, or at 
least that aPF,ears to be the case, so that the relatively late date for the 
structure is given further supp::,rt. Clothing is the only personal activity 
suggested by the artifacts fran structure 13. The class includes a large 
piece of rubber 1::xxJt with a canvas top, an item represented by small 
fragments throughout the settlanent of Shoshone Wells. There is no direct 
archaeological evidence of the use of fireanns, but several lead fragments 
may be waste fran bullet manufacturing. Finally, use of animals by the 
structure's occupants is indicated. by what is probably a donkey or t:0ny 
shoe, a harness fragment, and a horseshoe nail. Archaeological evidence of 
similar activities occur at all of the structures except for structure 1. 

3. Structures 18 and 20. The Chinese settlanent at Shoshone Wells is 
rrost visible archaeologicallyin the building cluster around the depression 
or walk-in well adjacent to the stream. Both structures 18 and 20 are in 
that cluster, and artifacts recovered fran than add further supp::,rt to such 
an interpretation. Tables 4 and 5 show the artifacts fran the tvA:J 
collections. In 'both structures the construction group and unidentifiable 
t,.JOC)d, glass, and 1::one fragrrents daninate the artifacts. There is, hc,,,ever, 
a clear difference between the structures in the relative proportion of cut 
and wire nails, suggesting different perioos of occupation. Not only does 
structure 20 have no wire nails but also it has several wrought nails~ an 
occupation that predates the 1890s is indicated. By contrast, structure 18 
includes a feM wire nails, although cut nails are still the rrost ccmron by 
far. An 1890s date is suggested. As in the other tested structures, 1::::ot..11 
structures 18 and 20 have artifacts originating in danestic activities as 
the second rrost cOTIITOn category and as in structure 13 t.li.e tableware class 
is made up nearly exclusively of Chinese import types. Of the lat~er, jian 
~ rrostly used as food containers such as soy sauce p::,ts, is the most 
conm::,n at both places. There is, however, a significant difference in the 
relative occurrence of decorated :i.rrq;x,rt wares : structure 18 has not."1.ing 
other than swatON", while the other structure has four seasons, celadon, and 
swatc,,, wares. Much of the bone recovered fran both places appears to be 
aciiiestic pig, al though no formal analysis has yet been done. other foods 
suggested by the archaeological record include peaches, eggs, pine nuts, 
and canned fruit or vegetables. Heating and lighting in the twO buildings 
were apparently the same as elsewhere at Shoshone Wells: lamp chimney 
fragments, kerosene can fragments, and cast iron stove parts were 
recovered. Personal group artifacts fran the twO structures are 
distinctively Chinese, with the exception of the clothing class. Chinese 
gaming pieces were located in 'both structures, and the collection fran 
structure 20 includes a nearly canplete opium box(Figure 16), an opium pipe 
bc,.,vl fragment, a Chinese coin with a square centerhole that has yet to be 
identified 1TCre precisely, and what may be a piece of burnt incense. 
Evidence of fireanns occurs at both structures, as does the use of danestic 
animals. Structure 18 includes archaeological evidence of blacksmithing, 
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including slag and a large number of horsehoe nails. In addition, bifaces 
and several chert flakes came fran the same structure. All in all, the 
artifacts fran structure 18 suggest multiple occupations, although there 
is no direct stratigraphic evidence for such an interpretation. 

4. Trash Scatters. Seven trash concentrations were recorded within the 
study area. The t"M:> major concentrations are T2 and T4, which were sampled. 
Another series of four small trash piles(T3, TS-T7}, made up mostly of 
broken bottle glass, was located in the southwest corner of the site. 
Although none of these areas were excavated, and although they undoubtedly 
have been collected by vandals, they provide high infonnation content per 
person hour. 

Tl. This trash scatter is situated 'between structures 1 and 2 a,. the 
hillside al:x::,ve the main site area at Shoshone Wells. 'A variety of househol<l 
items and food and drink containers are included. The scatter dates fran 
about 1900 to the late 1920s. A glass wine bottle seal starrq:ed "Milano" was 
recovered frc:m this locality. 

T2. On the western edge of the north-south road through the site is a 
linear trash concentration aoout 50 meters long. 'Although much of this 
trash lay in the roadbed, it appears to have been discarded originally 
bet\<leen the road and the adjacent structures(S11 to S15). This 
concentration has a dark charcoa.1/arganic stain but few artifacts are 
burned. The time range, as reflected in nail chronology, appears to be 
long, possibly extending fran the 1860s well into the 20th Century. L-head 
forged nails, cut. nails, and wire nails were all recovered. Other time 
sensitive artifacts such as Euroamerican earthenware and glass bottles were 
present but were recovered in such small pieces that no dating of artifacts 
was possible. A mule shoe, forged. metal strapping, horse/mule shoe nails, 
and cast iron stove fragments were recovered also. Chinese artifacts 
include small storage p:,ts or jars, l:::owl fragments of three princi:pal 
ceramic types, brass container fragments, and opium pipe ::rcl9JTleilts. 

T3. The dating of this rather dense bottle concentration is slightly 
confused by b.o conflicting dates t"...o years apart. An age assessment of ca. 
1887, however, is probably accurate. 

T4. This trash scatter is on the west bank of the drainage nmning 
north to south through the site. It is rrostly canposed of Chinese 
artifacts, altb::,ugh sane Euroarnerican bottle glass, earthenware, and cast 
iron stove parts w1ere noted also. Of particular interest are the rim and 
tx::dy fragments of at least three large earthenware shipping jars, probably 
cnce about 0.75 net.er in diameter. Other debris includes bcwls of the three 
principal ceramic types, brass container fragments, pig bones, and 
unidentified large manmal bones. T4 oontrasts with T2 in the relatively 
greater prop:,rtions of Chinese artifacts and. butchered cone. In addition, 
it lacks forged metal artifacts and the large number of nails recovered in 
T2. 

TS. This is one of the four broken 1::Jottle concentrations in the 
southwestern corner of the site. The dating of the liquor 'l:::ottles fran the 
trash indicates de:p:>sition about 1888. 

T6 •. Only one diagnostic maker's mark, dat_ing between 1980 and 1890, 
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could 1::e recognized in this broken bottle scatter. 

T7. Al though numerous bottle bases were recorded at this locus, only 
t,:,..o identifiable maker's marks were found. 'lliese suggest dep:,sition between 
1881 and 1900. 

Table 6 lists all of the maker's marks that could be identified in the 
trash scatters at Shoshone Wells. 
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THE HAUL BOAD PROJECT 

In addition.to the management strategy and the excavations at Shoshone 
Wells, the 1981' phase of the Cortez project also included evaluation and 
mitigation of impacts upon cultural resources in the right-of-way of a 
proposed haul road through the district. That "-I.Ork, however, was not part 
of the original Scope of Work stipulated in the BI..M contract; it was done 
at the request of the Battle Motm.tain district office. The right-of-way was 
surveyed with the district archaeologist. Agreenent vJa.S reached that the 
only significant impacts '-1.t)uld be upon the lime kiln at Wenren I s mill, t.l-1e 
traJ.t1rlay connecting the Garrison mine and Wenban's mill, an industrial trash 
scatter at the edge of the tailings flow fran the Consolidated Cortez mill, 
and upon the tailings flow itself. Figure 17 sha..vs the lcx:!ation of these 
features. Avoidance was the principal mitigation recamiended; however, 
mitigation also included ma.pping of the structures and. trash scatters, test 
excavation of the trarrway grade to identify its construction, and the 
recovery of a "type collection" fran the features. 

The lime kiln is sha.vn in Figure 4, along with several associated 
features. Perhaps the rrost impressive is a large dep:,si t of ash and 
charcoal flowing fran the vicinity of the kiln I s rrouth down an embankment. 
Several ¼O:lden barrels filled with lime are situated in a gulley in the 
midst of the ash/charcoal dep:,sit(Figure 18). At t.lie base of the 
ash/charcoal dep::,sit is a tramway grade and further down the e:nba.nkment 
fran that grade is a second. tram.vay grade. 

Figure 19 illustrates the industrial trash scatter. The scatter is 
made up of t.liree distinct activity loci. CUpels, slag, and such danestic 
trash as liqu:>r oottles and food cans are found in the largest locus and 
suggest assaying activities fran the Consolidated Cortez mill. On the 
northeastern edge of the assaying locus is a pit and associated rock pile, 
which, after excavation and. an interview with a mining engineer, was 
determined to be a prospect probably dug about 1965. And, finally, to the 
southwest of the assaying locus is a dense scatter of cyanide can lids, 
probably also associated wit'..h the Consolidated Cortez mill, 

The tramway grade was cross-sectioned at a p::,int just aoove the Li.me 
kiln. Infonnation obtained fran that excavation suggests t.lia.t the grade was 
constructed by cutting into the hillside and that nothing else was done to 
mcdify the natural terrain. For the rrost part, J?Ortable artifacts are not 
associated with the grade: however, pinyon pine ties with railroad spikes 
remaining are visible in a few places along the grade. 
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TABLE 1 

1900 CENSUS CATA FOR THE CORTEZ DISTRICT 

Voting WHITE CHINESE SLACK INDIA 
Precinct ~ ll!l1. ~ Q!!?!!:. £!!.i.!!.!. Native 

Cortez 43(15)* 11(3) 8(2) 9(2) 33(5) l (1) 10(5) 1 ( 1) 

Garrison 72(24) 12(1) 2(1) 21(4) 47(0) 1(1) 3(3) a 
Total 115(39) 23(4) 10(3) 30(6) 80(5) 2(2) 13(8) l ( l) 

.. 
Figures Shown in Parentheses are Number of Females in Total 
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TABLE 2 

CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURE 1 ARTIFACTS 

Graue Class ffi¼, Surf. ll !4 L3 .bi li TotJ.1 
Culinary Taoleware don -1- r -2-

Containers Lard pails 2 2 
Crimped cans 2 2 
Ceramic bottles l 1 
MJB Coffee cans 1 l 
Log cabin syrup can 1 1 
Kerosene cans 12 12 

Prepar. Metates l l 
Furnishing Lamps Chimneys 3 2 6 

Base, glass l 1 
Mirrors Mirrors 2 2 4 
Other Keys, brass 1 l 

Brass plug 1 1 
Construct. Nails Cut 2 27 16 32 24 102 

Wire 25 8 28 29 90 
Unidentifiable 8 4 4 16 
Wrought 1 l 2 

~indows Glass 5 1 2 a 
Screws Wood l 1 2 
Tacks Tacks 3 3 6 
'!lashers Washers, brass l 2 l 4 
Roofing Tarpaper 1 l 

Personal Clothing eye from bra strap l 2 
Canvas/rubber boot 1 20 4 25 
Buttons l 1 
Fabric l 4 5 2 12 
Rivets.trouser 1 l 1 3 
Shoe fragments 12 12 
Glove fragments 1 1 

Fi rearms Peters Cart., .16 ;. 1 
Repeat.Cart., .16 l 1 2 
Reming.Cart.,.410 1 1 2 

Unknown Glass Green 1 2 3 
Turquoise s 2 2 1 11 
Clear 3 B 5 5 11 32 
Amber 2 4 3 4 11 24 
Purple 3 3 

Metal Wire 1 2 2 3 8 
Unident. frags 1 14 14 30 16 4 79 

Bone Fragments 2 48 13 60 31 6 160 
Wood Fragments 3 11 142 128 62 14 360 
Lithics Chert flake 1 l 
Other Red 1 ead paint 1 

Lead foi 1 2 3 
Eggshell 4 4 
Pinyan pine nut shel 1 1 2 3 
Plastic 2 2 
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TABLE 3 

CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURE 13 ARTIFACTS 

~ Class ~ Surf. ll LZ ]d L4 L5 L5 L7 L8 L9 1J..Q. S1ump iot. 
Cu ary Tableware Jian you --1 l IT 3 17 

Celadon 2 2 
Four seasons 2 4 6 
Grey incised 1 1 
Ironstone 3 2 l 6 
Majolica l 1 
Polychrome stoneware 1 l 
Unglazed redware 1 1 2 

Furnish. Lamps Chimneys 1 
Stoves Iron 4 cl 

Fuel Kerosene cans 1 2 3 
Constr. Nails Cut 1 1 1 27 30 

Wire 1 3 4 
Unidentifiable 2 20 37 59 

Spikes Fragments 1 l 
Screws \.load l 
Tacks Fragments 1 l 
Bricks Fragments 2 l 3 
Pl aster Fragments l 2 4 g 
Bal ts Eye 1 1 

Personal Clothing Buttons 2 2 
Glove fragments 3 3 
Canvas/rubber boots 1 1 
Fabric fragments 3 5 2 10 

Opium Pipe bowl frag. 1 1 
Animal Maintenance Horseshoes 1 l 

Hor-seshoe nails 1 l 
Tack Harness 

Unkown Glass Aqua 1 
Green 1 
Amber 1 1 
Clear 12 7 2 33 
Black 3 2 5 
Turquoise 1 2 3 

Lithics Chert flakes l 2 2 1 6 
\~cod Fragments 2 1 10 1 10 25 
Bone Fr-agments 4 45 2 7 58 
Leather Fragments l 1 2 
Metal Fragments l 2 8 11 
Other Lead foi 1 2 2 

Lead fragments 5 2 9 
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TABLE 4 

CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURE !8 ARTIFACTS 

~ Class ~ Surf. Ll L2 ]d L4 LS L6 L7 L3 L9 Unorov. Total 
Cu ary 1'a6Teware you l l l 4 2 IT 8 -1-- :ra--

Swatow 1 2 l 1 7 
Porcelain. l 1 2 

Containers Can, hole-in-top 3 1 -+ 
Furnish. Lamps Chimneys 1 

Drawer knob Porcelain 1 
Mirrors Fragment 1 l 
Fuel Kerosene cans 3 3 
Other Milk glass 1 

Brass 1 id 1 
Construct. Nails Cut 5 9 70 41 10 19 13 12 180 

'!lire 2 1 6 
Wrought l l 2 
Unidentifiable 2 3 liJ a 3 26 

Tacks Tacks 2 2 
Spikes Spikes 1 
Windows Glass 2 1 5 65 41 114 
Tools Files 1 1 
Blacksmith.Slag 2 5 7 
Washers Brass l l 
Hinge Hinge 1 1 

Personal Clothing Buttons 1 3 
Opium Pipe stem, brass l 1 
Gaming Chinese marker 1 
Firearms Cartridge, .22 1 1 

Animal Mainten. Horseshoe nails 6 5 22 9 2 d.5 
Unknowi Glass Turquoise 10 10 

Clear 7 2 2 15 9 13 d.3 
Amber 3 1 6 
Black 1 3 6 
Yellow l 
Green 1 27 20 49 

Wood Fragments 1 2 2 3 1 2 3 16 
Leather Fragments 4 l s 
!3one Fragments l 2 22 4 31 
Lithics Bifaces 1 2 

Chert flakes 3 5 2 4 2 4 3 3 32 
Metal Wire 2 1 6 9 

Unknown l l 2 l 10 10 3 2 1 31 
Other Lead frags l l 
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TABLE 5 

CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURE 20 ARTIFACTS 

~ Class I.z'.E!. Surf. L2 L3 L4 LS .!:.§. Unorov. Total 
ary Taoleware Jian you -4- 1l r 1 3 rr- a-r-

Four seasons 4 21 5 30 
Swatow 4 2 5 1 l 1 14 
Celadon 1 1 2 
Grey, incised 1 1 
Yellow glazed l 

Containers Ceramic bottles 1 1 
Cans, hole-in~top2 2 l 5 

Refuse Domestic pig 6 2 8 
Peach pits 2 2 
Pinenut she 11 s 1 3 4 

Furnish. Stoves Cast iron parts 1 1 
Construct. Nails Cut 14 61 85 11 14 11 22 218 

1Jire 1 1 
Wrought 17 17 

1..iashers Brass 1 1 
Windows Glass 1 15 18 
Roofing Meta 1 sheets 5 5 

Wood shingles 3 3 
Plaster Fragments 1 4 1 l 7 

Personal Clothing Suspenders 1 l 
Canvas/rubber boots 1 1 

Opium Tins 9 1 1 2 13 
Pipe bowl 1 1 
Incense(?) 1 ' . 

Gaming Chinese marker 1 
Fi rearms Cartr.,. 32 "H" 1 1 

Cartr.,.410 1 
Cartr. , 44UMC 1 1 2 

Other Harmonica l ' l 
Anima 1 Mainten. Horseshoe nail 1 1 

Curry combs 1 1 
Unknown Glass Purple 6 1 2 9 

Green 7 4 4 l 14 l 31 
Clear 19 28 23 5 7 24 20 126 
Black 2 1 3 1 l 3 
,dmber 2 3 ., 8 ., 
Turquoise l 8 l 2 13 

Metal Wire 1 2 3 
Unknown frags 31 2 22 1 2 8 2 68 

Bone Fragments 19 11 27 10 17 35 5 124 
Leather Fragments 1 3 1 5 
Wood Fragments 7 24 4 2 3 4 45 
Li thi cs Chert flakes 1 2 3 
Other Lead foil l 3 2 6 

Cork 1 
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TABLE 6 

MAKER 1S MARKS FOR TRASH CONCENTRATIONS 

T-1 

NB (North British Bottle Manufacturing Company) 1903-1937 
PCGW (Pacific Coast Glass Works} 1902-1929 
WF&S (William Franzen and Son) 1900-1929 

T-3 

CCG (Cream City Glass Company) 1888-1894 
DOC (D.O. Cunningham Glass Company) 1888-1937 
SB&G Co. (Streator. Bottle and Glass Company) 1881-1905 
R&Co. (Roth and Company??) 1879-1888 
MGvJ ca. 1889 
C&Colim(Unknown) 
Wis Glass Co. (Wisconsin Glass Company) 1882-1886 

T-5 

R&Co. (see above) 1879-1888 
DOC (see above) 1888-1937 
FB&Co (unknown) 
CCGCo. (Cream City Glass Company) 1888-1894 
SB&GCo. (see above) 1881-1905 

T-6 

FHGW (Fredrick Hampton Glass Works) 1880-1900 

T-7 

FHGW (see above) 1880-1900 
SB&GCo. (see above) 1881-1905 
11 1874 11 ( unknown) 
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